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He became a movie star playing The Man With No Name, and today his name is known
around the world. Measured by longevity, productivity, and profits, Clint Eastwood is the most
successful actor-director-producer in American film history. This book examines the major
elements of his career, focusing primarily on his work as a director but also exploring the
evolution of his acting style, his long association with screen violence, his interest in jazz, and
the political views – sometimes hotly controversial – reflected in his films and public
statements. Especially fascinating is the pivotal question that divides critics and moviegoers to
this day: is Eastwood a capable director with a photogenic face, a modest acting talent, and a
flair for marketing his image? Or is he a true cinematic auteur with a distinctive vision of
America's history, traditions, and values? From A Fistful of Dollars and Dirty Harry to Million
Dollar Baby and beyond, The Cinema of Clint Eastwood takes a close-up look at one of the
screen's most influential and charismatic stars.

About the AuthorAmy Hill Hearth is the author of Miss Dreamsville and the Collier County
Women’s Literary Society and Miss Dreamsville and the Lost Heiress of Collier County, in
addition to author or coauthor of seven nonfiction books, including Having Our Say: The Delany
Sisters’ First 100 Years, the New York Times bestseller-turned-Broadway-play. Hearth, a former
writer for The New York Times, began her career as a reporter at a small daily newspaper in
Florida, where she met her future husband, Blair (a Collier County native). She is a graduate of
the University of Tampa. From Publishers WeeklyHearth, best known for her oral history of the
Delaney sisters Having Our Say, captures the voice of 83-year-old tribe matriarch Marion
"Strong Medicine" Gould as she looks back on her life as a Lani Lenape Indian. A once-
powerful tribe ranging across New Jersey and parts of New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Delaware, the arrival of Europeans would eventually turn the Lenape into "a hidden people":
says Gould, "We kept quiet in order to survive." With great care, Gould describes the
challenges of 20th and 21st century Native Americans and her significant role in her southern
New Jersey tribe's transforming way of life. In many ways, Native Americans' modern struggle
is for a public identity, especially apparent during the civil rights movement: "All of a sudden, we
aren't dark enough.... Indian was not black. We were totally left out in the cold." Gould locates
the source of her strength and the tribe's-the Indian way-in the extended family, and suggests
that many people's problems today stem from a lack of "kinfolk to lean on." Poignant moments
of love and loss bookend the tale, and in between Hearth works almost invisibly to craft a
graceful, sustained look into the quiet struggles of contemporary Native Americans.Copyright
© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.Chapter 1I was fourteen years old the first time I set eyes on my husband. I
knew he was the man I was going to marry someday, and I did, when I was eighteen and he
was twenty.I was born Marion Doris Purnell on April 25, 1922, but my Indian name is "Strong
Medicine." I was given that name about thirty years ago because I know a thing or two about
plants and herbs, and because it suits my personality -- or so I'm told. People have come to me
for advice, all of my life. They know I will give it to 'em straight!I was born in Bridgeton, New
Jersey, and I have lived nearly all my life here, on the same stretch of road. It's in the southern
part of New Jersey, near the Delaware Bay. Most people don't even know this part of New



Jersey exists. It's beautiful country, mostly farmland and marshes.When my husband and I
were coming up, our tribe was in hiding. We were a hidden people. You wouldn't have been
able to tell because we went about our lives like other people. We dressed like white people,
we had "normal" jobs, we went to church.But we were Indian.Even today, you probably would
not recognize us because we wear regular clothing, live in houses, drive cars, and eat the
same kinds of foods you do. We do not live on a reservation, and only at Powwows and tribal
gatherings, or for special occasions, do we put on our feather headdresses, beaded clothing,
moccasins, and face paint in remembrance of early life.Of course, there are other differences.
We live the Indian way, and always have. We have reverence for God and all living things. We
are a very tight-knit group, and we help each other. We revere our children and our Elders. We
don't live for the moment, the way many Americans do, and we are not as likely to be motivated
by material things or by money. Integrity and honesty are extremely important to us.Many white
people have a very rigid idea of who Indians are. There is no "typical" Indian any more than
there is a "typical" black person or "typical" Jewish person. But when people think of Indians,
they think of the stereotype of the Plains Indians, riding horses and hunting buffalo. You know,
the guys who killed Custer. They think we all live on a reservation somewhere. Well, it's simply
not so. It's not really their fault for thinking that, though. There are so few books out there that
tell the true story of Indians. Some of it's our fault because we don't like to talk to outsiders, so
it's hard for people to get good, firsthand information. As for the movies, well, I will share my
opinion about that later.It's important that people understand that not all tribes are alike, nor do
we look alike. Many of us, especially on the East Coast, have some ancestry other than Indian.
That's because in the East we've been coexisting with white people -- and black people, too --
for almost four hundred years.My mother, for example, was Lenape with a little white blood. My
father was Indian, too, on his mother's side, but he was also part black. His great-grandmother
was a slave in Maryland. If you look at my family tree, it's very complicated in terms of race. But
I'm more Lenape Indian than anything else. And that's how I was raised.My husband's name
was Wilbert Gould, though most people knew him as "Wilbur Junior." His Indian name was
"Wise Fox." He was Lenape but he had a small amount of white blood -- Irish. He had blue
eyes!People will say to your face, "Well, you can't be Indian if you have blue eyes" or "So-and-
so's not Indian. He looks black, so he must be black!" People can be downright rude about it.
We're a little tired of people trying to tell us who we are. Another thing we hear all the time is,
"But there aren't any Indians in New York and New Jersey." Or they'll say we are
extinct.Mercy.Maybe they think there was no one living here but rabbits and squirrels before
white people got here and "discovered" the land. The truth is, we've been killed off, moved
around, and more or less treated very badly for four hundred years.What happened to another
tribe -- the Cherokee -- is fairly well known. They were marched out west by U.S. soldiers to a
reservation, and a lot of them died along the way. They called it the Trail of Tears.What most
people don't realize is that this happened to a lot of tribes. It happened to my tribe. There's a
story told in our tribe that the last trainload of Lenape were sent out west to a reservation in
1924, when I was two years old. So you see why we kept quiet. We kept quiet in order to
survive.Being Indian was a secret, something you didn't talk about outside the family. If the
government came around and asked questions, like when they did the census, the members of
our tribe might not talk to them. Sometimes we would say we were "colored." That's a term
they used in the old days for people who are not white. Well, the government workers were
white and they didn't know what the heck we were. They thought we meant we were "black"
when we said "colored." We let them think that. I tell you what, the United States census must
be messed up, going way, way back, 'cause I'm pretty sure we aren't the only ones who did



that.See, you were better off being black than Indian. The government didn't take your home
and land and make you go out west to a reservation if you were black. But they did that to
Indians. They did it all the time.Until four hundred years ago, when the white people came,
Lenape land included Manhattan Island, New Jersey, and part of Pennsylvania, too, including
Philadelphia. Hmmm. Maybe they should give it all back. Ha!Now, I think that's funny. That's my
type of humor. Hey, you have to laugh at yourself and things that go on around you. There are
plenty of things that can make you sad, crazy, or angry, so you better find ways to enjoy this
life. That is the secret of living well.Copyright © 2008 by Amy Hill Hearth--This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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ask me…’Filmography as DirectorIndexFor Mikitaand Jeremy and Tanyaand Craig and Kimwith
love and gratitudeACKNOWLEDGMENTSTo name all the people who have encouraged and
inspired me would take another book, so this brief note will have to stand for the much longer
list that should be here. I have known for years that Yoram Allon is an outstanding editor and
publisher, and now I also know that he has the patience of the proverbial saint. Abundant
thanks to him and the others at Wallflower Press and Columbia University Press.Trusted
friends and colleagues have made the Maryland Institute College of Art an invigorating social
and intellectual haven. My friends and colleagues at Columbia University’s School of the Arts
have also done more than they realize to keep me going, as have the members and associates
of Columbia’s University Seminar on Cinema and Interdisciplinary Interpretation, the faculty
colloquium that I have had the enormous privilege of co-chairing with William G. Luhr for about
a decade now.The members of the National Society of Film Critics, who have inexplicably
allowed me to chair the group for the past ten years, have given me insights and information on
a wide range of subjects. Those quoted in these pages include Molly Haskell, Richard Schickel,
David Denby, Amy Taubin, Jonathan Rosenbaum, J. Hoberman, Richard Brody, Dave Kehr,
Peter Rainer, Henry Sheehan, Lisa Schwarzbaum, Kenneth Turan, Michael Sragow, Charles
Taylor, and the late Pauline Kael, Andrew Sarris and Roger Ebert; and our executive director,
Elisabeth Weis, has done as much for the cause of American film criticism as a dozen of us
reviewers put together. Conversations with friends as wise and perceptive as Thomas Doherty,
Stephen Prince, Cynthia Lucia, Lester Friedman, Krin Gabbard, Mark Dery, Saul Myers, Firmin
Debrabander, Yara Cheik, Paul Jaskunas, John and Edit Barry, Deborah Rudacille, Betsy
Boyd, Michael Yockel, Thomas Jones, Soheila Ghaussy, Michael Garral, Ned and Melissa
Sparrow, Ed Fother-ingill, Melissa Daum and Rochelle Rives have been invaluable sources of
ideas and information. Thanks also to my former Columbia grad students Charlotte Garson and
Matthew Hipps for terrific research assistance.My greatest love goes, as always, to the fully
grown adults whom I still call my kids – Craig, happily painting in New England nowadays, and
Jeremy, making high-octane music while holding down the fort in my old Manhattan
neighborhood – and to Kim Souza and Tanya Van Sant, their truly significant others.And most
of all there is Mikita Brottman, my partner in crime. Without her and the late, great Grisby this
modest volume could not have come into existence.INTRODUCTIONPlay Mystic For MeHe
became a movie star playing The Man With No Name, and today his name is known around
the world. You don’t have to say Clint Eastwood – just Clint will do, since he belongs to the
small handful of celebrities with first-name recognition almost everywhere American movies
are seen.Eastwood has been excoriated by some critics, including the influential Pauline Kael,
who famously called him ‘a tall, cold cod’.1 He has been lavishly praised by others, such as
Jonathan Rosenbaum, who calls him ‘one of the finest directors alive’, and Richard Schickel,
one of his biographers, who deems him a ‘very serious’ actor as well as a thoughtful director
with a penchant for serious themes and a ‘wonderful pianist’ to boot.2 Some observers have
seen merit only in certain Eastwood films, such as critic Michael Sragow, who finds ‘the whole
Clint Eastwood thing … one of the great mysteries of contemporary film criticism’, but admires
the western Unforgiven (1992) all the same.3 And some have stayed on the critical fence with
sceptics like Walter Metz, who writes that with late-career films like the crime drama Mystic
River (2003)it can finally be said that Eastwood is making ‘significant thematic interventions
into American cinema’, but also says that the alleged masterpieces of earlier years, such as
Unforgiven, are ‘highly overrated in their critique of traditional genre material’.4The public has
shown little interest in such arguments, embracing Eastwood with rare enthusiasm. More
precisely, audiences have embraced the pop-culture Clint who works within well-tested film



genres and familiar heroic attitudes, sometimes testing their limits but rarely challenging the
conventions and assumptions on which they rely. Moviegoers have been considerably less
stirred by art-film Clint, who tries out new, sometimes audacious approaches to screen
storytelling in genuinely personal projects. Thus one finds spectacular box-office tallies for the
likes of Firefox (1982), Sudden Impact (1983), and The Bridges of Madison County (1995), and
comparatively dismal statistics for such efforts as Honkytonk Man (1982), Bird (1988), and
White Hunter Black Heart (1990). Only in his later years has Eastwood managed to combine
more-or-less edgy material with substantial mass-audience appeal, scoring critically and
commercially with Unforgiven, Mystic River, and Million Dollar Baby (2004), which garnered
eight Academy Award nominations between them, four of these morphing into wins on Oscar
night.Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play the tragic heroes of Eastwood’s classic western
Unforgiven (1992)This is not to say that art-film Clint – or pop-culture Clint, for that matter –
has found a magic highway to success; even the seasoned, experienced Eastwood remains
vulnerable to the endless vacillations of moviegoing tastes. Flags of Our Fathers and Letters
from Iwo Jima, the innovative World War II films released in late 2006, earned about half as
much combined as the less-adventurous Space Cowboys (2000) grossed six years earlier. Nor
have strategic retreats to tried-and-true genres provided a dependable safe haven; witness the
speedy implosions of True Crime (1999) and Blood Work (2002).5This said, even the most
egregious box-office failures have contributed to Clint’s celebrity, consolidating his reputation
as a versatile screen artist unafraid of artistic and commercial risks. In addition to serving his
own personal and professional interests, the two-tiered reputation he has cultivated – as a
savvy Hollywood hitmaker and an intrepid explorer of fresh cinematic terrain – has served the
film industry’s need for larger-than-life creative figures who serve as de-facto fronts for its
congenitally money-driven operations. Measured by longevity, productivity and profits,
Eastwood is the most successful actor-director-producer in American film history. Less easily
quantifiable are the artistic merits of his distinctive star persona, his internationally viewed
movies and his widely known sociopolitical stances.This book aims to examine and evaluate
the major elements of Eastwood’s career, focusing primarily on his work as a director but
delving into other key issues along the way, including the evolution of his acting style, his long
association with screen violence, his interest in jazz and his political views as reflected and
refracted by his films. My starting point is the premise that Eastwood’s most significant and
influential movies (for better or for worse) originate as projects that touch a sensitive chord in
his own personality and preoccupations; then they undergo various degrees of change,
dictated largely by imperatives of marketing, as they work their way through the unwieldy and
time-consuming mechanisms of the studio production system; and finally they resonate with
the moviegoing public, often in erratic and unpredictable ways.Since this is an exercise in
criticism first and historiography second, I don’t pretend to ‘objectivity’ vis-à-vis individual
Eastwood films or Eastwood himself as actor, as director or as former mayor of Carmel,
California, for that matter. My motive is neither to praise Clint nor to bury him, but to think about
and evaluate the dauntingly large interventions he has made in mass-media pursuits spanning
more than half a century. What attracts me to this project is a sense of Eastwood’s importance
as a pop-cultural force, and more specifically, his steady attraction to a pair of meta-genres that
recur, in separate or overlapping form, throughout his career. One of these, which can be
called the Myth-movie, takes as its business the weaving of tales that are centered on
individual lives yet rooted in the collective American unconscious; this category includes
biopics (Bird; White Hunter Black Heart, 1990), melodramas (Honkytonk Man, 1982; Blood
Work, 2002), and comedies (Bronco Billy, 1980; Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil,



1997) as well as romances (Breezy, 1973; The Bridges of Madison County, 1995) and pictures
like Mystic River and Million Dollar Baby that probe contemporary moral conundrums. The
other meta-genre, the History-picture, devotes its energies to telling, retelling, revising and
recasting the grand narratives of America’s distant and recent past; this group comprises
Clint’s westerns and war movies plus odd projects like Space Cowboys and Absolute Power
(1997), which put an eccentric Eastwood spin on topical subjects like political skulduggery and
the United States space program.These categories are broad and inclusive, roomy enough to
cover films that differ in all kinds of ways. But together they suggest that Eastwood’s body of
work has a cohesion and seriousness – or, for viewers unimpressed with them, a narrowness
and repetitiveness – that need to be carefully thought about, along with the related question of
whether he is a true cinematic auteur or a mere motion-picture journeyman with a photogenic
face and a flair for self promotion.Eastwood as éminence griseAnother issue to bear in mind is
the widespread critical consensus that Eastwood’s artistic sensibility took on new depth and
maturity around the time of Unforgiven, which impressed thoughtful commentators and casual
audiences alike with its revisionist take on traditional western themes, including the key role
played by violence in American history, culture and cinema, Eastwood’s own cinema included.
Not everyone agrees that his later films are more nuanced and intelligent than his earlier
works, and as already noted, quite a few see little merit in any of his pictures; for some critics
even his proclivity for working within familiar Hollywood genres warrants ‘disqualification from
… serious consideration as an artist’, as Kent Jones put it.6 I don’t think dismissive attitudes
like this (which neither Jones nor I share) illuminate either Eastwood’s films or the American
cinema, and while it is undeniable that some films in each period of his career are less than
compelling in style and/or substance, his later works often manifest a seriousness and
complexity that stand significantly above the general run of movies by other filmmakers, or by
Eastwood himself during his first decade and a half as a director.In my view, the rise in
Eastwood’s artistic maturity started not with Unforgiven in 1992 but somewhat earlier with Bird
in 1988 and White Hunter Black Heart in 1990. After those remarkable films his creativity
quotient oscillated up and down for a dozen years or so, then remained consistently high in
Mystic River and Million Dollar Baby as well as the World War II diptych of 2006. His two 2008
releases, Changeling and Gran Torino, strike me as less imposing than their immediate
predecessors but still contain interesting ingredients. When the inspirational Invictus opened in
2009, with its audience-friendly blend of cheerleading for South Africa, suspense on the rugby
field, and Morgan Freeman living his dream of playing Nelson Mandela, it seemed so dull and
passionless that I decided the 79-year-old director had finally run out of steam – a conclusion I
promptly reversed the following year, when Hereafter raised the condescendingly named quasi-
genre of Old Man’s Movie to heights rivaling those reached by Alfred Hitchcock in Family Plot
(1976) and John Huston in The Dead (1987). A year later the arrival of J. Edgar, the movie
Eastwood said would be his last as a director, showed him still going strong at 81.Eastwood’s
great biopic Bird, released in 1988, stars Forest Whitaker as legendary sax player Charlie
ParkerJones shares my view that Bird marked a turning point in the quality of Eastwood’s work,
writing that the director pushed himself to a new level in the Charlie Parker biopic and
pinpointing a key thematic running through Eastwood’s major films from that time on. Since the
late 1980s, Jones writes, ‘Eastwood has offered the same contrast to the audience, again and
again, in myriad variations: this is the way you think things are, the way you’re told they are,
and this is the way things really are. Which is, of course, what the narratives of Bird, Madison
County, Unforgiven, A Perfect World [1993] (great title), and Mystic River – Eastwood’s
crowning achievements – are all about.7Once again I concur, with the reservation that these



pictures are not ‘all about’ that particular theme and the variations Eastwood works upon it.
They are about many other things as well, and a laudable quality of his filmmaking since
around the time of Bird has been his wish to cultivate an actively thinking audience rather than
a passively consuming one. ‘You don’t necessarily say what’s right or wrong,’ he told me in a
lengthy interview I conducted with him when Bird was released. ‘You just give several points of
view. I love the audience to work with you. Rather than be condescending or just give ‘em a
story with an ending, I love ‘em to think about it.’8 I explore these and other dimensions of
Eastwood’s cinema in the chapters that follow.French journalist Marie Lelay (Cécile de France)
has a near-death experience at the beginning of Eastwood’s multinarrative drama Hereafter
(2010)Notes1 Pauline Kael, ‘Killing Time,’ in Reeling (Boston: Little, Brown, 1976), 251–256,
cited at 252. Originally published in The New Yorker on 14 January 1974.2 Jonathan
Rosenbaum, ‘New Perspectives,’ Chicago Reader (12 January 2007) <> accessed 2 May 2008;
and David Sterritt, Interview with Richard Schickel, 2003.3 Quoted in Lee Gardner, ‘Michael
Sragow,’ City Paper Online, Baltimore (23 November 2005) <> accessed 13 May 2007.
Sragow’s comment reads in full, ‘I must admit that the whole Clint Eastwood thing, to me, is
one of the great mysteries of contemporary film criticism. I don’t get what his directing is
supposed to be about, and I don’t get what these movies are supposed to be about. But then
Unforgiven is an example of how even filmmakers I don’t like can surprise me. Of course,
Unforgiven had a gifted screenwriter, David Webb Peoples.’4 Walter Metz, ‘The Old Man
and the C: Masculinity and Age in the Films of Clint Eastwood,’ in Leonard Engel, ed., Clint
Eastwood, Actor and Director: New Perspectives (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press,
2007), 204–217, cited at 205, 204.5 The years of release and lifetime theatrical grosses for
these films are: Firefox, 1992, $46,708,276; Sudden Impact, 1983, $67,642,693; The Bridges
of Madison County, 1995, $71, 516,617; Honkytonk Man, 1982, $4,484,991; Bird, 1988,
$2,181,286; White Hunter Black Heart, 1990, $2,319,124; Unforgiven, 1992--$101,157,447;
Mystic River, 2003, $90,135,191; Million Dollar Baby, 2004, $100,492,203; True Crime, 1999,
$16,649,768; Blood Work, 2002, $26,235,081. Grosses for the 2006 releases were: Flags of
Our Fathers, $33,602,376, and Letters from Iwo Jima, $13,619,997, for combined gross
earnings of $47,222,373; the gross for Space Cowboys, 2000, was $90,464,773. These figures
come from the Clint Eastwood/Director listing at Box Office Mojo (updated 13 May 2007) <>
accessed 13 May 2007.6 Kent Jones, ‘The Eastwood Variations,’ Film Comment vol. 39 no.
5 (Sept.-Oct. 2003), pp. 44, 47–8, 51, cited at 48.7 Jones, ‘Eastwood Variations,’ p. 51.
Jones’s point about a recurring Eastwood theme supports the argument that Clint is an auteur
with a consistent personal style, which I discuss in the next chapter. According to critic Paul
Smith, the term ‘auteur’ was first applied to Eastwood in the title of a Film Comment interview
published in 1978. See Richard Thompson and Tim Hunter, ‘Clint Eastwood, Auteur,’ Film
Comment vol. 14 no. 1 (January/February 1978), pp. 24–32; reprinted as ‘Eastwood Direction’
in Robert E. Kapsis and Kathie Coblenz, eds., Clint Eastwood: Interviews (Jackson: University
Press of Mississippi, 1999), pp. 42–61. See also Paul Smith, Clint Eastwood: A Cultural
Production (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), pp. 244–245.8 David
Sterritt, ‘Hollywood Players Who’ve Made a Difference: Cassavetes, Eastwood, Martin,
Nicholson,’ in Sterritt, Guiltless Pleasures: A David Sterritt Film Reader (Jackson: University
Press of Mississippi, 2005), pp. 31–49, cited at p. 38.CHAPTER ONEPros and Cons: The Case
For/Against ClintPart 1: The Case For ClintEastwood is quintessentially American, a pioneering
spirit that goes ever forward into ‘unchartered territory’.Ric Gentry1A theme of this book is Clint
Eastwood’s perennial attraction to a pair of meta-genres that can be called the Myth-movie,
which tells stories centered on individual lives yet rooted in the collective American



unconscious, and the History-picture, which revises and reworks grand narratives of America’s
distant and recent past. As noted in the introduction, the steadiness of Eastwood’s pictures in
this regard can be cited as evidence of the seriousness and cohesion that signal the presence
of an auteur, or – just as logically, for those who dislike his films on aesthetic or thematic
grounds – as signs of a narrowness and repetitiveness that betray his secret identity as a
Hollywood hack. I incline toward the former view, with reservations that I will discuss in the
course of this book; but I also respect some contentions put forth by critics who hold that
Eastwood is not an auteur or even a decent cinema craftsman, much less a lucid thinker with
worthwhile things to say in his films, and shall explore them in the second part of this chapter.
For now I want to look at some of the arguments supporting the idea that the overall
consistency of Eastwood’s work shows him to be an authentic auteur, which I take to mean not
just a purveyor of ‘personal touches’ but a deliberative artist given to exploring personally
compelling subjects that maintain an underlying unity despite the shifts in subject, setting and
context called for by individual stories.Kent Jones recognises Eastwood as an auteur when he
says the filmmaker’s major films are variations on the recurring theme of appearance versus
reality; as does Richard Schickel when he says Eastwood is drawn to themes ‘that have to do
with how the past impinges on the present’. Americans have ‘a short history’, Schickel told me,
‘and we worry a lot about it. Clint does that as well.’2 Taking the same position for somewhat
different reasons, critic Dave Kehr, who has championed Eastwood strongly over the years,
locates the sweeping coherence of his films in their differences as well as their similarities,
noting his ‘policy of … seldom repeating a tone, a character, or a genre two films in a row’ and
of alternating between ‘personal’ movies and ‘more obviously commercial’ projects; the latter
practice echoes the ‘old survival technique’ of Hollywood master John Ford, who liked to make
‘one film for himself [and then] one film for his studio’. Kehr’s preferred way of categorising
Eastwood’s movies is to divide them between ‘collective, community oriented films’, such as
The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976) and Bronco Billy (1980), and ‘studies of reclusive,
unfathomable figures’, such as Charlie Parker in Bird and Dirty Harry in all but the last of that
character’s five pictures.3 Yet this very split becomes a unifying theme, as Kehr indicates by
describing the contrast in Eastwood’s work between the ‘warm glow of community’ and the
‘fear of loneliness’ on one hand, and the ‘cool breeze of individualism’ and the ‘resentment of
compromise’ on the other. As a guiding principle of Eastwood’s oeuvre, this dialectic – between
‘celebrations … of belonging’ and burdensome ‘consequences of social commitment’, in Kehr’s
words – presents more evidence of the filmmaker’s auteur status.4Looked at from a different
angle, of course, such thematic steadiness can resemble the foolish consistency that Ralph
Waldo Emerson famously called the hobgoblin of little minds.5 If we turn from Kehr to Pauline
Kael, and apply to Eastwood an antiauteurist critique she aimed at an earlier (and greater)
director, Alfred Hitchcock, we may conclude that Eastwood’s ‘uniformity, his mastery of tricks,
and his cleverness at getting audiences to respond according to his calculations – the
feedback he wants and gets from them – reveal not so much a personal style as a personal
theory of audience psychology’.6 Like many of Kael’s pronouncements, punchy and spirited
though they often are, this one is awfully vague, applied here to Hitchcock but transferable to
any skilled mass-audience filmmaker (and more than a few art-movie directors) whom a critic
or spectator happens to dislike; and there were none Kael disliked more than Eastwood, whose
very steadiness and consistency were guaranteed to stick in her antiauteurist craw.7 For critics
who value auteurism on either normative or heuristic grounds, however, Eastwood usually
passes whatever litmus tests they apply to him, and the variety of these tests has produced a
variety of rationales for his place in this highly regarded critical category. Here is a sampling of



opinion on this point.The trope in the title of Persistence of Double Vision: Essays on Clint
Eastwood refers to a duality that author William Beard identifies across the length and breadth
of Eastwood’s oeuvre.8 Eastwood directed his first film in 1971, at the start of a decade when
social and cultural changes undermined moviegoers’ ability to believe in ‘a classical heroic
masculinity’ of the kind that had hitherto dominated Hollywood movies. This does not mean
that traditional displays of masculine power lost their popular appeal, however – they may even
have grown more appealing at a time when the conventional comforts of patriarchal ideology
were in a tailspin. Eastwood’s answer to this ‘schizophrenic condition’ was twofold: to embody
‘a hero who is in some way impossible’, too heroic, authentic, powerful, prosocial and redolent
of time-tested values to be believed; and also to call that persona into serious and explicit
question, revealing its contradictions and impossibilities such that ‘the impossibility of the
viewer’s wishes’ are disavowed and displaced into ‘the mystery and unknowableness’ of the
character’s transcendent nature.9Beard gets to the heart of early-1970s pop culture, which lay
close to the heart of America in the tumultuous Vietnam era, in his first chapter:The good fight,
the fight that John Wayne always won, could not be won anymore: it had been lost definitively.
Whoever pretended to win such a fight was either lying or deluded, and it was a virtue of
Eastwood (and Charles Bronson, and all the other, smaller incarnations of heroic contempt)
that he recognized the fight was fixed and the whole stage corrupted and manipulated. […]
What a smart man, a strong man, must do is not play by the rules and not be taken in by the
charade of official morality. This spectacle – a skeptical and consequently ruthless hero as a
figure who had seen through the tired old shibboleths of self-sacrifice and devotion to the
common good – appealed to audiences in the 1960s and ’70s, and was another precise
symptom of the death of classicism.10Eastwood’s response over the next few decades is
embodied in movies of two kinds – those that capitalize on the impossible hero, such as the
Dirty Harry films, and those that deconstruct the impossibility, such as White Hunter Black
Heart and The Gauntlet (1977). He carries out his project, moreover, in such a way that each of
these two movie-types carries within it the trace or shadow of the other, so that the films with
transcendent heroes couch their formulas in gestures of irony and reflexivity that neutralise the
quasi-realism and naïveté that make postmodern viewers squirm, while the deconstructive
movies offer the gratifications of heroism in stylised, flattened forms that postmodern viewers
can accept.In sum, Eastwood built his career by exploiting post-1960s scepticism toward
transcendent heroes even as he catered to nostalgia for them, and when ‘traditional values’
made a comeback in the Reagan era, he even more ingeniously revived the heroic traits he
had been suppressing and reinvented himself as ‘a reborn classical hero’. The upshot of these
processes is the astoundingly supple Eastwood persona, ‘more ironized and impossible than a
classical hero of masculinity like John Wayne, more substantial and authoritative than a
postmodern one like Arnold Schwarzenegger … both flat and not-flat; mythically enlarged and
two-dimensional; but with a suggestion of hidden depths and primordial authenticity’.11 So
consistently and methodically has Eastwood realised the career-long project outlined here that
it is no surprise to read the conclusions Beard has drawn. ‘Eastwood’s films are magnetic to
any auteur-oriented approach’, he writes near the beginning of his book, ‘because they
combine a relentless restaging and repetition of persona-characteristics, narrative forms, and
individual tropes with a constant juggling and reconfiguring of these same elements to see
them in a different light. It is strange and fascinating, too, to see films and a persona which are
simultaneously so prominent in ideology and dominant commodity-culture and yet so persistent
in a project of self-definition and self-deconstruction. […] Eastwood emerges as … an artistic
presence second to none in the American cinema of the past three decades.’12 A more ringing



testimony for the defense is hard to imagine.In his book Directed by Clint Eastwood: Eighteen
Films Analyzed, film scholar Laurence F. Knapp sets forth a new term for the authorial status of
important directors (Eastwood, Charles Chaplin, William S. Hart) who star in their own films –
starteur, combining ‘auteur’ with the ‘star’ quality they accrue when their creativity intersects
with the cultural contexts in which their works are made and seen.13 Ascribing much
importance to Eastwood’s skillful and loyal crew at Malpaso (his own production company),
which has worked with him long and consistently enough to achieve an intuitive grasp of his
distinctive style and the best ways to realise it on screen, Knapp cites nine cinematic markers
as evidence of that style:• expressive uses of low-key backlighting;• use of 180-degree
‘reverse master’ sequences in which the director ‘creates the illusion of a composite 360-
degree space by crossing the action axis and alternating between two shot and reverse shots
that share a 180-degree axis’, thereby creating ‘a compound sense of place and mood’ by
splintering space while preserving the flow of time;• a preference for cool, muted tones (green,
brown) over primary colors;• extensive shooting on location, coupled with a conviction that
landscape should be filmed so as ‘to create a mood and atmosphere’ rather than mere ‘scenic’
visual impact;• montage that balances formal (shots of near-equal length) and invisible (cutting
on action for an impression of seamless continuity) modes with accelerated (abrupt, jagged
assemblages) and elliptical (condensing, extending or distorting time) modes;• mise-en-scène
that combines fixed and fluid elements, keeping space and perspective ‘linear, but also fluid
and elliptical’ so as to place the viewer ‘in the midst of a scene without being too intrusive or
remote’;• circular narrative constructions that allow Eastwood to ‘sustain a balanced narrative
without sacrificing his love of phenomenology and character’;• a ‘latent’, casual-yet-precise
acting style that makes him ‘more of a re-actor than an actor’;• and a screen persona (‘the
seal that marks Eastwood’s work as his own’) that comprises two primary archetypes – one
mythic (The Man With No Name) and one modern (Dirty Harry) – as well as non-legendary
figures (e.g., Bronco Billy, John Wilson in White Hunter Black Heart, and Robert Kincaid in The
Bridges of Madison County) who emerge in his most personal films.14Knapp categorises
Eastwood’s films into five chronological groups named in the chapter headings:• formative
years, from Eastwood’s birth (erroneously placed in 1931, a year early) through The Beguiled
(1971);• first phase, experiments with form, from Play Misty for Me (1971) through The Eiger
Sanction (1975);• second phase, redemption of the Eastwood persona, from The Outlaw
Josey Wales, through Pale Rider (1985);• third phase, the theme of retirement, from
Heartbreak Ridge (1985) through A Perfect World;• fourth phase, the cinema of
phenomenology and human experience, up to The Bridges of Madison County, the last
Eastwood film in release when Knapp finished his book in 1996.15For those who accept
Knapp’s taxonomy, the logic and order of its categorisations attest to the logic and order of
Eastwood’s oeuvre. Hence his clear legitimacy as an auteur, or a ‘starteur’ – take your
pick.Eastwood has developed a directorial style that is ‘coolly classical and yet adamantly
personal’, according to Robert E. Kapsis and Kathie Coblentz, whose edited collection of
Eastwood interviews was published in 1999. They add that although Eastwood is certainly a
Hollywood insider, ‘he retains an outsider’s perspective through his refusal to heed cultural and
aesthetic trends in film production’.16 The latter claim is problematic, and less laudatory to
Eastwood than the writers apparently intend. Perhaps they simply mean that the overall look,
tone and import of a characteristic Eastwood film derives from its own organic development
rather than dominant fashions ‘in film production’ at that moment; but as Beard painstakingly
shows, he has been very adept at heeding the cultural and aesthetic demands of popular
audiences – including demands that are unconscious and disavowed – ever since his



directorial debut.This point aside, Kapsis and Coblentz use evidence collected in their book to
portray Eastwood as a ‘benevolent chief’ who exercises ‘ultimate control over his projects … in
a cooperative spirit’, getting what he wants by ‘choosing collaborators he can trust to work
freely within the parameters of his vision’ and ‘keeping his ideas about a film supple enough to
incorporate creative suggestions from all the participants’.17 This recalls Robert Altman’s idea
that an auteur is less a dominating author than a sort of discriminating filter whose role is both
to originate ideas and accept or decline ideas proposed by others.18 Although the fact of
editing an eponymous compendium of interviews suggests that Kapsis and Coblentz consider
Eastwood an auteur by one definition or another, they join Knapp and other critics in citing
Malpaso as a key tool in his creative armamentarium, calling it ‘a small and orderly operation,
optimally suited to turning out the reasonably priced and efficiently produced features [that] are
best suited to his spontaneous and instinctual approach to cinematic storytelling’. They add
that the company’s modest scale ‘tends to make it possible for the control of the entire
operation to rest conveniently in one man’s hands’, and that ‘even in his “commercial” vehicles
it is not difficult to locate his personal themes and stylistic markers’.19Since such themes and
markers are essential signs of auteur creativity, these critics affirm Eastwood’s auteur status
even as they qualify the term’s meaning by emphasising his openness to collaboration and
reliance on the Malpaso crew in bringing his ideas to fruition. They acknowledge that Eastwood
dislikes being called an auteur and often asserts that he is ‘part of an ensemble’ of which he is
no more than ‘the leading force’ or the ‘lieutenant to the platoon’, and they point out that
Malpaso’s name consistently appears in his films’ opening credits before his own.20 Yet
ultimately, they suggest, an Eastwood movie does indeed spring from the Eastwood
imagination, as Eastwood’s own words attest. ‘You have to have the picture there in your mind
before you make it’, he said in 1980. And again almost twenty years later: ‘I believe that when
you’re making a film, you’ve got everything in mind, in an almost subliminal way, and that all
you have to do is make all that reality on screen.’21 This attitude is partly responsible for what
Kapsis and Coblentz, following French critic Pascal Mérigeau, call the Eastwood touch.Richard
Tuggle was the director, Eastwood was the auteur of the dark thriller Tightrope (1984)Not all
arguments in favor of Eastwood’s auteur status make large or impressive claims. What might
be called the bare-bones case is stated by Christine Holmlund, who deems Eastwood to be the
auteur of the 1984 crime drama Tightrope even though Richard Tuggle is clearly listed as the
film’s writer and director. Eastwood qualifiesbecause his position as the biggest male box-office
star guarantees a certain continuity in audience perceptions of his films. He also frequently
produces or directs his films, and generally works with the same people, including members of
his own family. Tightrope is a case in point. Eastwood is both star and producer, and writer/
director Richard Tuggles [sic] as well as cinematographer Bruce Surtees have been associated
with earlier Eastwood vehicles (Tuggles with Escape from Alcatraz [Don Siegel, 1979]; Surtees
with Play Misty for Me, Dirty Harry [Don Siegel, 1971], Joe Kidd [John Sturges, 1972], High
Plains Drifter [Clint Eastwood, 1973], The Outlaw Josey Wales, and Escape from Alcatraz).
Finally, Eastwood’s daughter Alison plays his older screen daughter in Tightrope.22Size and
continuity matter to Ric Gentry, who asserted in 1989 that ‘a look at Eastwood’s 35 major films
in 24 years reveals a dramatically diverse but thematically consistent body of work’ and that
‘there is an undeniable seriousness and passion to someone who makes films so
prolifically’.23 Other critics have praised Eastwood with regard to particular subject areas.
Within the sphere of gender issues, for example, American Studies scholar Gail Jardine finds
in his work a ‘career-long interrogation of American culture, providing an accurate historical
expression of women’s lives and raising questions about the disturbingly oppositional



construction of gender’, thus compelling his audience ‘to consider new human possibilities not
fettered by traditional gender boundaries’.24 Writing about Eastwood’s westerns, Edward
Buscombe avers that ‘what is most striking, beyond the deepening of the actor’s and director’s
craft that has marked his progression, is the extent to which he has been alert to the shifts of
tone and perspective which have been forced upon the genre over the past third of a century,
as the result of changes both within the cinema and without’.25One of the most articulate
statements on Eastwood’s behalf appears in the portion of Schickel’s biography devoted to
reclaiming Dirty Harry from the onslaughts of Pauline Kael and a large array of other critics
who found the film’s sociopolitical notions to be simplistic, dishonest, immoral or all three. I will
return to Schickel’s labyrinthine defense of Harry Callahan’s exploits, but this is a good place to
cite his comment on Eastwood’s longstanding commitment to a genre that is held in suspicion
(often with good reason) by some art-minded critics – the action picture, which subsumes a
number of more specific categories such as the western, the crime thriller, the military drama
and so on. Taking the genre’s alleged defects to be venial sins if they are sins at all, Schickel
contends that ‘movies of this type routinely subvert their own plausibility, along with such
ambitions toward fine moral distinction and high moral instruction as their makers may harbor’
– not that Eastwood has such ambitions, in Schickel’s opinion – ‘on behalf of sustained and
exciting movement. In that sense, action movies are like action painting; their primary interest
is in (and on) their surfaces.’26It is an intriguing line of argument: Clint Eastwood and Don
Siegel as the Jackson Pollock and Franz Kline of the screen. If their pictures didn’t have stories
and characters, one might indeed be able to turn off the forebrain and luxuriate in purely
visceral thrills. Or one might not; in their most rewarding forms, both action painting and action
cinema are about depths and struggles as well as externalities and impulses. In any case, no
commercial movie traffics exclusively in movement – where there is a story and a cast of
characters, there is inevitably a worldview and an ideology, however half-heartedly or
inadvertently they may be embedded in those kinetic surfaces. Schickel himself quotes critic
Jay Cocks’s idea that both cop and killer in Dirty Harry are ‘renegades outside society, isolated
in combat in their own brutal world’ within a film charged with ‘desperate awareness that … the
only end of movement is pain’.27 A film that communicates thoughts and feelings as powerful
as these, whether to a mass audience or a scattered few, is not, pace Schickel, a film of
surfaces alone.Part 2: The Case Against ClintNo actor in the history of the medium has
attained the kind of status Clint now enjoys in the face of such large critical contempt exercised
for so long a period.Richard Schickel28Notwithstanding the critical encomiums and box-office
profits that have come his way over the years, Eastwood has not been universally popular.
Grievances voiced by three assertive nay-sayers appear at the beginning of Michael Carlson’s
otherwise admiring book about him. Pauline Kael: ‘He’s controlled in such an uninteresting way;
it’s not an actor’s control, which enables one to release something – it’s the kind of control that
keeps one from releasing anything.’ Richard Eder: ‘He seems to be thinking and feeling
nothing, and is therefore almost invisible to the camera.’ Judith Crist: [High Plains Drifter, 1973]
is a Middle-American R-rated substitute for Deep Throat [Gerard Damiano, 1972].’29 Leaving
aside Crist’s cryptic passage, which appears to be calling the expressionistic western a kind of
exploitation film, the remarks by Kael and Eder both focus on what they consider a lack of
affect and absence of charisma in Eastwood’s performances. One might wonder how
Eastwood became one of the world’s most successful movie stars if he is almost invisible; still,
the theme of Eastwood’s walled-off unresponsiveness – the tall-cold-cod effect, to cite a Kael
comment mentioned earlier – arises often in reviews and articles.I deal at length with
Eastwood’s acting in later chapters, with attention to favorable as well as unfavorable



perspectives, but negative assessments of his performing style must be mentioned here
because the issue is important for advocates of the anti-Clint cause. While many critics feel
that his acting significantly improved over the long haul of his career, unflattering evaluations
can be found in every period; they range from temperate to insulting, as these specimens
indicate:301969 – Aljean Harmetz in the New York Times on Eastwood: ‘It is difficult to guess
what will happen to Eastwood’s appeal when he is prodded into acting. So far his films have
simply required him to be the monolithic center of an environment.’1979 – David Denby in New
York on Escape from Alcatraz: ‘In the past, Eastwood has played killers, and his lack of
emotion was eerie.... He’s more appealing now, but he’s still far from a complete man because
he gives so little of himself. Who is this convict? What are his feelings? What’s the source of his
strength? Eastwood is too tight to be even an interesting enigma.’1986 – Paul Attanasio in the
Washington Post on Heartbreak Ridge: ‘So what do I think of Clint Eastwood? Well, I could tell
you about his inflated reputation. I could tell you that he’s a movie star, in the sense that movie
stars do one thing extremely well.’1993 – Michael Sragow in the New Yorker on White Hunter
Black Heart: ‘Clint Eastwood is calamitous as the John Huston-inspired [protagonist]… In a
vain attempt to grasp Huston’s hellbent expansiveness, Eastwood clumsily apes the man’s
outsize gestures and vocal mannerisms.... It’s the most agonizing sort of acting: you can see
what Eastwood’s driving at, and how unequipped he is to get there.’1997 – Charles Taylor in
Salon on Absolute Power: ‘Seismologists studying the shifting of tectonic plates along fault
lines would get bored waiting for Eastwood to change expression.... His facial scowls and lines
and sinews have approached the stylization of Kabuki.... His mighty squint as he watches the
victim being beaten, nearly raped and then murdered doesn’t register much more than
perturbed inconvenience.’2000 – Peter Rainer in New York on Space Cowboys: ‘Eastwood, in
his recent movies, has been pushing [an] aarp [sic] worldview, and I suppose it’s a more genial
solution to the problem of being an aging action-movie star than having Arnold
Schwarzenegger obliviously muscle his way through yet another splatter epic, or having
Sylvester Stallone … go all pot-bellied and Methody. But Eastwood buys off too much for too
little.’2008 – David Edelstein in New York on Gran Torino: ‘He ought to have let someone else
direct him … his acting is all over the map. At his finest, he delivers lines with the subtle but
insistent quaver of a great jazz musician … but most of his readings would be too broad for
even the movies he made with farting orangutans.’These remarks are strikingly consistent; like
those of many other reviewers and commentators, they point repeatedly to a lack of
fundamental acting craft that reduces the typical Eastwood performance to a matter of simply
existing on the screen while the story, the setting, the costumes, the cinematography, and more
skillful efforts by others in the cast do the actual work of bringing his character alive, if it ever
comes alive at all. Subtract the rhetorical filler, the purely impressionistic terms (‘inflated
reputation’, ‘calamitous’) and the guilt by association (his appearances with flatulent apes) and
you have a litany of remarkably focused invective – he is monolithic, he doesn’t act, he gives
little of himself, he has a limited range and a boring expression, he speaks his lines in ways
that simians would reject. Although this is only one side of the story and many critics feel
otherwise, it is clear that a significant proportion of Eastwood observers find his performances
to be definitively below par.Eastwood the director has fared better with critics than Eastwood
the actor, and more than one factor may be at work here. One is the obvious fact that acting
and directing are very different jobs, and Eastwood might genuinely be more talented and
communicative – or at least more attuned to critical tastes – when he is behind the camera
than when he is in front of it. Another is that critics often see acting experience as a major
asset for a director, even when the acting itself is deemed less praiseworthy, and are therefore



predisposed to sympathetic responses when an actor makes a good-faith effort to direct. I
examine Eastwood’s directorial style in chapters to come, but a few negative reports are in
order here to show that the case against him extends to this area as well:311971 – Roger
Greenspun in the New York Times on Play Misty for Me: ‘Play Misty for Me begins to fail with its
opening title sequence.... The failure is never redeemed … I think the fault lies with Clint
Eastwood the director, who has made too many easy decisions about events, about the
management of atmosphere, about the treatment of performances – including the rather
inexpressive one of Clint Eastwood the actor.’1975 – Judith Crist in New York on The Eiger
Sanction: ‘A total travesty of the James Bond books, stilted, self-conscious, belaboured, and
boring, its only novelty a mountain-climbing sequence that, for all its slips, slides and thrills on
actual Monument Valley and Swiss Alps locations, left me as cold as the icy slopes.’Eastwood’s
character in The Eiger Sanction (1975) is an art thief, professional killer, and world-class
mountaineer1983 – Vincent Canby in the New York Times on Sudden Impact: ‘The screenplay
is ridiculous, and Mr. Eastwood’s direction of it primitive … Among other things, the movie
never gets a firm hold on its own continuity. Sometimes scenes of simultaneous action appear
to take place weeks or maybe months apart. Not that this makes much difference.’1999 –
Kenneth Turan in the Los Angeles Times on True Crime: ‘Eastwood … has put True Crime
together in a languid, leisurely manner that tends to emphasize character moments over
tension. It results in some strong scenes, but overall what’s on the screen ends up caught
between two stools, not involving enough emotionally to make up for its lack of overriding
tension.’2003 – David Walsh in World Socialist Web Site on Mystic River: ‘Eastwood directs his
scenes of urban working-class life with all the freshness of having lived for the past 30 years in
the privileged enclave of Carmel, California.’Added together, the frequent put-downs of
Eastwood the actor and the intermittent disparagements of Eastwood the director portray an
active and prolific filmmaker whose work, as a whole and in many of its parts, is far from
unanimously acclaimed.More interesting to examine, because they go beyond the vagaries of
critical taste and relate to cultural issues more substantial than the worthiness of individual
movies, are the attacks Eastwood has drawn on account of the sociopolitical views, actual or
alleged, that observers have detected in his pictures and public activities. Whatever one’s
position on this matter, one must agree that Clint has been a moving target, chastised by the
right for his violent Man With No Name roles, then by the left for his Cop With No Rulebook
movies, and again by the right for such late-career pictures as Million Dollar Baby and Letters
from Iwo Jima. Christopher Orr summarised the trajectory when he wrote in 2005:Eastwood is
the rare artist who has gone from being condemned as a fascist propagandist by the left to
being condemned as a fascist propagandist by the right. The former charge was leveled in
1971, when the New Yorker’s Pauline Kael described Dirty Harry as ‘fascist medievalism’; the
latter … when Ted Baehr, the head of the Christian Film and Television Commission, declared
Million Dollar Baby to be a ‘neo-Nazi movie.’ The particulars of the accusations have little in
common: Kael was objecting to Dirty Harry’s enthusiasm for vigilante justice, Baehr to Million
Dollar Baby’s perceived support of euthanasia. But the two critiques are illustrative of the
journey Eastwood has taken over the last 34 years, from conservative icon disparaged by
much of the critical establishment to Hollywood statesman (and Academy favorite) widely
vilified on the right.32Vilification is the right word for some of the more colorful assaults. ‘Tokyo
Rose would be more of an American patriot than Clint Eastwood in his new propaganda flick’,
said Michael Savage, a conservative talk-radio host, about Letters from Iwo Jima. Talk-radio
bloviator Rush Limbaugh found Million Dollar Baby to be ‘liberal propaganda’, while Michael
Medved, a right-wing columnist and former movie reviewer, called it ‘insufferable’ and



‘manipulative’.33 As discussed in chapter six, I debated Million Dollar Baby with Medved on the
Fox News Channel’s show The O’Reilly Factor shortly after the film’s premiere, and found
myself in the startling position of having Bill O’Reilly agree with me – a rare case of O’Reilly
and Medved parting ideological company. (Interestingly, the latter backed off a bit in the
former’s presence, although he recovered his chutzpah in time for the Academy Award race in
early 2005, calling the picture ‘absurdly over-praised’ and a ‘sad, undeserving film’.34)Over on
the left at roughly the same time, African-American filmmaker Spike Lee spoke out against
Eastwood’s war movies of 2008 while at the Cannes International Film Festival promoting
Miracle at St. Anna, his own World War II picture, which deals with the American army’s 92nd
Buffalo Division, an all-black unit that fought in the Italian theatre. This, too, is discussed in
chapter seven.Another major component of the case against Clint is the critique directed at the
prominence of violence in his films. Kael’s charge of ‘fascist medievalism’ in Dirty Harry
exemplifies the most unsparing form of this critique, but commentators with more nuanced
approaches have also found cause for concern. Dennis Bingham writes that High Plains Drifter
and other post-Leone westerns ‘assault … the community values of the traditional western [in]
really dangerous’ ways.35 The individualist ideology of Every Which Way But Loose (1978),
according to Michael Ryan and Douglas Kellner, is ‘marked by a defensive, bellicose, and
resentful spirit’.36 The rhetoric of Magnum Force (Ted Post, 1973) and its ilk posits, in Paul
Smith’s view, ‘the right of the chief of the horde to exceed or ignore established laws and rights
… and to employ ruthless force whenever he thinks it appropriate’.37 Turning to later films,
Christina Banks and Michael Bliss pair Pale Rider with another 1985 release, George P.
Cosmatos’s Rambo: First Blood Part II, asserting that both ‘celebrate violence as the answer to
political and economic abuses’, and that ‘there is no pragmatic difference’ between the actions
of their protagonists ‘and those of the terrorists38 that were perpetrating murder (also in the
name of righting wrongs) during the mid-1980s’.39 Armond White chastises Eastwood for
sentimentalising the working-class characters of Mystic River, stating that his ‘ease with the
racism and violence of these ethnic types is itself a problem’.40Not even the widely praised
Unforgiven has escaped criticism in this regard. Jim Kitses writes that in the culminating
massacre its ‘critique of the western as a genre sustained by masculine codes of violence is
itself all too satisfyingly sustained by that same violence’.41 ‘The transcendental Eastwood
westerner’, William Beard argues, ‘is distinguished by ruthlessness rather than pity;
vindictiveness rather than generosity; cold-blooded and indiscriminate rather than reluctant and
selective violence; demonic rather than redemptive overtones.’42 Despite its thoughtful
dissolution of ‘easy moral distinctions between hero and outlaw [and between] just retribution
and self-serving violence’, Carl Plantinga concludes, the film’s climactic shootout ‘encourages
the narcissistic fantasy of regeneration through violence toward others’, holding forth
bloodthirsty filmic pleasures that ‘conflict with and perhaps override’ the desire for the
protagonist’s redemption that the movie also encourages its audience to feel. ‘In a sense’,
Plantinga writes, ‘this “naive” response [to Unforgiven] is more alarming than it might be [vis-à-
vis] a traditional western [that] gives the audience unambiguous moral justification for the
carnage at film’s end’, since the violence in Unforgiven gives an opening for ‘a pure celebration
of the ascendance of the romanticized Self over the vilified Other.’ Hence, claims that
Unforgiven is ‘unambiguously moral in its treatment of violence or that it short-circuits unsavory
audience desires for progressive ends underestimate the fantasy of regenerative violence still
manifestly at work’.43Eastwood and Clyde (played by Manis, the orangutan) starred in Every
Which Way But Loose (1978), the first of the actor’s two ‘monkey movies’Like most film critics, I
have my own take on movie violence and its effects (if any) on the wellbeing of modern society.



To begin with the latter issue, attacks on specific films or on cinema in general for causing or
encouraging real-world violence generally reflect lazy thinking. When mayhem erupts and
grabs the headlines, a common response can be summarized thus: violence happened, what
can we blame?, um, let’s blame the movies, that’s what we usually do, and it’s easier than
digging into root causes like rotten families, ineffectual mental-health systems, et cetera.
Movies are a favorite target because when you attack a huge-profile enterprise like Hollywood
you get some celebrity by proxy. (This is a major reason why the House Un-American Activities
Committee hearings went after Hollywood in the Red Scare years; going after famous,
important people makes you seem famous and important, too.) And while gun control may not
be the answer to everything, there should obviously be some way to make purchasing
enormous amounts of weaponry difficult for psychotics.As for the alleged decadence of
modern cinema at large, I wish the movies could be de-vulgarised in all sorts of ways – for
starters, how about less exuberant violence along with less stupid sex and less brain-dead
dialogue? But what is really going on with violent entertainment is deeply embedded in the
American psyche. In some respects the United States is a pretty nasty place – look at the
amount of gun violence, the grotesque influence of the National Rifle Association on
government and public opinion, the amount of violence by other means, the world-beating
number of people in jail and prison, the number of people put to death each year, the
proliferation of domestic poverty, the unraveling social safety net, the impunity with which
wealthy interests shape policy by buying off political figures and institutions, the accelerating
decline of the middle and lower classes as the rich reap gargantuan rewards at their expense,
the horrifically large number of innocent people killed as a result of the Iraq invasion, the use of
torture as a legitimate interrogation and punishment device, the embrace of indefinite detention
for people not convicted of (or even formally charged with) crimes, the acceptance of a
permanent state of war against anyone declared to be The Enemy, and so on and so on. Can
one put those factors on one side of the scale, and put violent films on other, and then say that
the Columbine or Virginia Tech or Batman shooters did what they did because movies got
them all excited?44I revisit these issues, and consider additional ones – pro and con – in the
pages to come. Cogent arguments have been abundant at all points along the Eastwood-
approval spectrum, and debating them has been a cottage industry for critics and a spectator
sport for moviegoers since the early days of his career.Notes1 Ric Gentry, ‘Clint Eastwood,’
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2012.CHAPTER TWOA Fistful of Movies: Rowdy Yates and the Man With No NameClinton
Eastwood Jr. was born on 31 May 1930 in San Francisco, California, a city and state that play
ongoing roles in his life and work.1 His mother, Ruth Runner Eastwood, was a lover of music
and dance who had once hoped to become a ballerina. His father, Clinton Eastwood, was a
University of California dropout who had the ill fortune to be working as a bond salesman when
the stock market crashed in 1929, putting quite a damper on that particular line of work. Clint’s
childhood was punctuated with moves the family made to facilitate the various jobs his father
found – jewelry sales, shipyard work, pumping gas at a friend’s service station, working for his
brother-in-law’s refrigeration business, and so on – in California and elsewhere on the Pacific
coast. Clint was a lacklustre pupil throughout his school years, but he got along well with his
parents, recalling them later as tolerant and open-minded.The first movie Clint saw was



(probably) the Walt Disney animation Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, which premiered in
1937. Films he admired later in his boyhood ranged from Howard Hawks’s war movie Sergeant
York and Preston Sturges’s show-biz comedy Sullivan’s Travels, both released in 1941, to
Michael Curtiz’s musical biopic Yankee Doodle Dandy (1942) and Billy Wilder’s film-noir
melodrama Double Indemnity (1944). He grew interested in jazz at an early age, teaching
himself to play his grandmother’s German-built upright piano and listening intently to his
mother’s Art Tatum and Fats Waller records. As a teenager he found that tickling the ivories
was a good way to attract girls’ attention, compensating for his quiet demeanor and his family’s
low-end socioeconomic status. Later he discovered the big-band swing of Woody Herman, the
saxophone genius of Lester Young and Coleman Hawkins, and the fiery bebop of Dizzy
Gillespie and, especially, Charlie Parker, fearless pioneers on the cutting edge of modern
jazz.As we shall see in due course, Eastwood’s immersion in such music had a deep and
lasting impact on his work as both actor and director. Ditto for the country music he heard while
working in an Oregon pulp mill after graduating from Oakland Technical High School, where he
majored in aircraft maintenance after his first secondary school, the more upscale Piedmont
High, decided that lackadaisical Clint should move to different pastures whether he wanted to
or not. Looking at his overall educational record, biographer Patrick McGilligan sees the post-
high-school Eastwood as ‘already that strange mixture of half-lazybones and restless driving
force that would be manifest in his character later on’.2Clint held a series of motley jobs in
addition to his pulp-mill stint – logging, baling hay, driving a truck, stoking blast furnaces on the
night shift at a steel factory, working in the parts department at an aircraft plant. He was
gearing up for a try at college, where he hoped to improve his music skills, when the army
drafted him and sent him to Fort Ord, the base in Monterey Peninsula where he was inducted.
By all accounts Clint despised the army, and lived in dread of being shipped to the Korean
conflict on a jam-packed vessel like a sardine in a can. As things turned out, such worries were
needless: he never left the country, or even Fort Ord, during his two years of service. Since he
had worked as a lifeguard in one of his prior jobs, Clint landed the position of Ford Ord life-
saving instructor and swimming-pool supervisor. This placed him in the Division of Faculty,
which entailed various perks, including safety from being sent overseas and the chance to
meet Hollywood people stationed at the base, such as David Janssen and Martin Milner, gifted
young actors just beginning their long and productive careers.Serving at a base near
Hollywood also meant Clint could attend concerts by major jazz musicians, from giants like
Billie Holliday and Lionel Hampton to rising stars like Chet Baker and Gerry Mulligan, who
performed at the base and in nearby venues. Some say that Eastwood’s teaching routine gave
him his first taste of acting, since he had to deliver prearranged lectures to his swimming-pool
trainees and to students in the other classes he taught from time to time.Mention must be
made of an army-related incident that receives special notice in Eastwood biographies. In
autumn of 1951, Clint traveled to Seattle, Washington, on a three-day pass (allegedly for a
rendezvous with a girlfriend) and cadged a return flight to California from a Navy pilot; after
hitting a triple whammy of terrible weather, communications breakdown, and oxygen failure, the
pilot had to crash-land the small Navy plane at sea, three or four miles from the Marin County
coast. According to newspaper reports, Eastwood and the pilot ejected from the plane, climbed
into rafts, used their shoes to paddle toward land, and swam to the beach when breakers
overturned their lifeboats. Schickel’s biography calls this event a ‘journey into hell’ that Clint
prefers not to talk about ‘lest it be mistaken for a heroic adventure’ rather than a merely
‘suspenseful and shaping’ incident. McGilligan’s biography is more sceptical, noting that while
some accounts claimed Eastwood swam three or four miles to shore, a friend recalled Clint



saying that any swimming he had done had been less of a challenge than walking back to
quarters with no shoes.3 Americans’ chronic jitters about the possibility of wartime sabotage
earned the event some attention in the press, but the San Francisco Examiner headline wasn’t
exactly dramatic: ‘Swimming Teacher Paddled 2 Miles After Plane Crash.’4Eastwood Goes
HollywoodOut of the army after his two-year hitch, Clint took a couple of part-time jobs and
enrolled in Los Angeles City College to study business administration, foreshadowing the era
when his ability to bring movies in on time and on budget would become one of his major
assets in the Hollywood system. The school was near Hollywood, as it happened, and it had a
respected drama program. Remembering the pleasure he had taken in performing music for
friends, female and otherwise, Clint started dropping in on acting classes at the Theater Arts
Department and, later, at private studios around the city. Before long he was sneaking onto the
Universal-International studio lot to observe film industry folks and get a feel for the
moviemaking community. There he met cinematographer Irving Glassberg, who urged him to
apply for the Universal Talent School.Like similar arrangements at other studios, this Universal
program provided lessons in performance skills (diction, singing, dancing, riding and the like) in
exchange for workaday services such as voice dubbing and posing for camera tests. Glassberg
and another new friend, director Arthur Lubin, coaxed Universal into giving Clint a kind of low-
rent screen test called an ‘interview test’ to find out how photogenic he might be; the aspiring
actor was aghast when he saw the results – he looked like ‘an absolute clod’ he told an
interviewer years later – yet the studio offered him a contract.5 Not a great contract, to be sure,
paying a paltry $75 per week for a mere six months, then jumping to a slightly less piddling
$100 a week if it was renewed. But it offered more than Clint was earning from odd jobs and
the GI Bill benefits that followed his military service, and it wasn’t bad for someone whose
previous acting experience consisted of playing a ‘backward youth’ in a school play.6 Eastwood
and Hollywood were now officially acquainted.Some people in the Talent School, comparing
Clint with Gary Cooper and James Dean, felt his slightly offbeat looks – unusual height, light
hair, squinty eyes – would help him stand out from the crowd; others thought his difference
from reigning Universal hunks like Rock Hudson and Tony Curtis would work to his
disadvantage. Eastwood didn’t think much of his competitors, which helped him keep his
confidence up, and he knew he could capitalise on specific assets – his ability to memorise
dialogue quickly, to shrug off disappointments, to be at ease with his limitations – that his
teachers recognised and valued.Clint landed his first movie role in 1954, courtesy of producer
William Alland, who asked him to play a lab technician in Revenge of the Creature, the 3-D
sequel to Creature from the Black Lagoon, a hit for Universal that year.7 Clint spoke six or
seven sentences, depending on how you punctuate and whether you count ‘Hey, doc.’ Jack
Arnold, the first-rate genre filmmaker who directed both Creature features, wanted to eliminate
Clint’s scene before it was shot, deeming it irrelevant to the story. Alland persuaded him
otherwise, however, and Eastwood history was made.8Next up was Francis in the Navy (1955),
the penultimate entry in Universal’s seven-picture ‘Francis the Talking Mule’ series, which
stretched from Francis in 1950 to Francis in the Haunted House in 1956. The conceit of these
movies is that the title animal can speak (in Chill Wills’s voice) and that he is usually smarter
and more mature than the human characters who cross his path, not excepting the companion
(played by Donald O’Connor in all but one entry) who regularly pals around with him. Clint’s
part in the 1955 installment – he plays a sidekick of the ne’er-do-well villain – was billed in the
credits, another first for the young actor. The screenplay gave him little to say, but he was
frequently on screen and Lubin, who directed the picture, made sure the camera took notice of
him.With speaking roles in two studio pictures now under his belt, Eastwood was launched. But



being launched did not mean being a movie star, or even a significant movie actor. Still
uncertain about whether a Hollywood career was a realistic option, Clint bided his time playing
miniscule (and uncredited) roles in a series of minor Universal productions – the First Saxon in
Lady Godiva of Coventry (1955), directed by Lubin and starring Maureen O’Hara as the
eponymous heroine; a Jet Squadron Leader in Tarantula (1955), another Arnold science fiction
opus; a lab technician named Will in Never Say Goodbye (Jerry Hopper, 1956), a Rock Hudson
romance; an anonymous Marine in Away All Boats (Joseph Pevney, 1956), a World War II
drama; and a ranchhand named Tom in Star in the Dust (Charles F. Haas, 1956), a western
with John Agar and Mamie Van Doren as a sheriff and his wife. Along the way Clint also played
a young army officer on an NBC-TV variety show put together by Universal for promotional
purposes. Considered separately or as a whole, these definitively obscure parts in mostly
forgettable films did not augur well for the aspiring actor’s future. When its option on Eastwood
came up for renewal at the end of six probationary months, Universal chose to show him the
door instead. As of 25 October 1955, he was out of a job.Hard times, good timesClint took this
setback in stride; he was savvy enough to know that such things happened, and Schickel
reports that he was grateful for the benefits Universal had bestowed on him, including some
genuine screen credits and a new awareness of the sense of community a studio could foster.9
Pressing on in Hollywood, he landed occasional small parts in movies and TV shows while
doing blue-collar jobs to supplement the modeling income brought in by Maggie Johnson
Eastwood, the longtime girlfriend he married on 19 December 1953, further increasing his
sense of being a grown-up in the adult world. He had tryouts at Warner Bros., Columbia,
Twentieth Century-Fox, and Paramount, none of which panned out, and landed small parts on
the TV series Highway Patrol, starring a drunken Broderick Crawford, and the long-forgotten
TV Reader’s Digest, where his appearance in an episode called ‘Greatest of the Apaches’
resulted in the first media interview of his career.Lubin re-entered his life in 1956, giving him a
part in an RKO feature he was directing: The First Traveling Saleslady, a comedy western
starring Ginger Rogers as a corset entrepreneur, Barry Nelson as an inventor and Carol
Channing as a model. Playing a recruiting officer for Teddy Roosevelt’s Rough Riders – the
story takes place in 1897 – Clint did the best he could with a script so weakly written that he
‘couldn’t make head nor tail of it’, reminding himself that his part made up in quantity of scenes
what it lacked in quality of material.10 The job didn’t win him the RKO contract he hoped for,
however, and subsequent months brought nothing but a couple of TV commercials; he and
Maggie had to make do with Maggie’s income as a model and Clint’s meagre earnings as a
swimming-pool digger and weekend janitor. He passed much of 1956–1958 being ‘idle and
lolling by the Villa Sands pool’, in McGilligan’s words,11 but he continued to exploit the
tentative start he had made on his TV career, appearing on West Point as a cadet facing an
emergency and on Death Valley Days as a hapless prospector, plus more ephemeral parts on
other shows. He also started regular workouts at a gym and attended acting workshops run by
an acquaintance from his Universal days.Then a friend told Clint that CBS was scouting actors
for an upcoming western series called Rawhide, so he loitered at the network’s studio long and
often enough for an extremely lucky break to come his way. He caught the attention of series
creator Charles Marquis Warren, scored an audition, and got the part of Rowdy Yates, the not-
so-rowdy young ‘ramrod’ who works alongside Gil Favor, trail boss and father figure to a
diverse bunch of cowpokes on a cattle drive from Texas to Missouri in 1866 – or, rather, in
eternity, since the program ran for seven years without getting to either Missouri or 1867. The
first episodes were filmed during the summer of 1958, following CBS’s plan of shooting as
many outdoor scenes as the budget allowed at ranches in Southern California and Arizona,



filming the dramatic scenes on soundstages, and splicing in cattle shots from an authentic
roundup held in the region. Each installment was budgeted at about $40,000, enough to
approach if not quite attain the sense of pseudo-historical ‘authenticity’ that lent distinction to
the period’s greatest TV western, Gunsmoke, an earlier Warren brainchild still in the early
stages of its phenomenal twenty-year run (1955–1975).12Then the network hesitated about
airing the series, uncertain of its appeal despite the huge popularity of TV westerns at the time
– or because of it, since potential sponsors already had a dozen such shows bidding for their
advertising dollars. Fearing that the program would be permanently shelved and his
performances consigned to oblivion, Eastwood momentarily lost his knack for shrugging off
disappointment and went into a full-fledged tizzy, complete with an attack of hives, according to
McGilligan, and a spell of hyperventilation that required a middle-of-the-night visit by local
paramedics. ‘Three or four times,’ the biographer writes, ‘this cool, manly star … woke up, all
knotted into a ball, unable to breathe, convinced he was experiencing fatal chest pains.’13 Not
until Christmastime did CBS send word that Rawhide would debut in the winter season, in the
timeslot currently held by a series being cancelled for low ratings. Clint, who had worried that
his feeble work in the feeble movie Ambush at Cimarron Pass earlier that year would jinx
whatever chance he ever had for a screen career, was a TV star. And a western star. And a for-
real actor whose days as an intermittently glimpsed tenth banana were over for good.Eastwood
took little pride in his work for Jodie Copelan’s western Ambush at Cimarron Pass
(1958)Rollin’, rollin’, rollin’When it finally reached the airwaves, Rawhide was an immediate
success, neatly capitalising on the fashion for ‘adult westerns’ that flourished for several years
after Cheyenne, produced by Warner Bros. Television, debuted on ABC in 1955. Warren’s
obvious model for the show was Howard Hawks’ ambitious and influential 1948 cattle drive
western Red River; written by Borden Chase and Charles Schnee, the movie stars John
Wayne as cattle baron Tom Dunson and Montgomery Clift as his adopted son Matt, who rebels
against Tom’s domineering ways during a cattle drive from Texas to Missouri – roughly the
same route traveled by the Rawhide drovers – and redirects the herd toward Kansas with a
furious Tom on his trail. Relations between Gil Favor and Rowdy Yates are vastly less dramatic
than the rivalry in Red River, but the film’s narrative format was very workable for a long-
running TV series, since every new stretch of trail could bring a new adventure to the show’s
seven-member cattle team, consisting of Gil, the boss; Rowdy, the ramrod; Pete Nolan, the
indispensable scout; Joe Scarlet and Jim Quince, all-around cattlemen; George Washington
Wishbone, the comical cook; and Harkness ‘Mushie’ Mushgrove III, the cook’s slow-thinking
gofer. Warren also drew on the 1870s diary of a real-life trail boss named George C. Duffield
and on his own recent film Cattle Empire, a 1958 hit in which the actors he tapped to play
Wishbone, Scarlet, and Quince had played similar roles. For a crowning touch of Old West
atmospherics, Warren commissioned composer Dimitri Tiomkin and lyricist Ned Washington to
provide the theme song that pop crooner Frankie Laine would belt out during the credits.14
Sample stanza:Rollin’, rollin’, rollin’Though the streams are swollenKeep them dogies
rollin’Rawhide!Rain and wind and weatherHell-bent for leatherRawhide made Eastwood a TV
star during its successful run from 1959 to 1965Wishin’ my gal was by my side.All the things
I’m missin’,Good vittles, love, and kissin’,Are waiting at the end of my ride.The song is neither
momentous as music nor passable as poetry, but it was popular enough to be recycled by
various singers in subsequent years and to be pastiched in such movies as The Blues Brothers
(John Landis, 1980) and Shrek (Andrew Adamson, Vicky Jenson, 2001).There is little about
Rawhide that anticipates the screen personae or filmmaking style of Eastwood’s later career in
westerns, but his work in the long-running series was an important learning experience. For



one thing, shooting on film necessitates lengthy waiting-around periods while lights and
cameras are configured, and Clint put his mind to work during the pauses, making up-close
observations of how the show’s directors staged and shot their scenes. And the program gave
him noteworthy directors to observe over the course of its 217 episodes; among them were Tay
Garnett, Andrew V. McLaglen, Laslo Benedek, Stuart Heisler, Christian Nyby, George
Sherman, and on four occasions Jack Arnold, who had been responsible for Clint’s feature-film
debut.15 Although the Rawhide directors were not a prestigious bunch, their experience in the
no-frills world of B movies had prepared them well for the rigors of TV production, and
Eastwood’s insistence on efficiency and economy in his own pictures was surely influenced by
what he had seen during his Rawhide years. ‘I just would watch everything,’ he told Schickel,
‘the old-timers and the new-timers and some of the hacks, too.’16Rawhide posed rigors for
Eastwood as well as for the show’s directors and technicians. Filming took a full six days each
week, from 5:30am until all the scenes were in the can, which was sometimes as late as
midnight; the average working day was about twelve hours. Asserting that the production team
found this pace ‘intolerable’, critic Daniel O’Brien cites an incident when Eric Fleming, the
costar who played Gil Favor, decided to ‘take a stand, announcing one day that he would finish
work at six o’clock in the evening’ whether or not the shooting was complete, and won the
argument because CBS balked at the cost of replacing him midway through a season.17 There
is no reason to dispute this incident, but it is likely that Fleming’s stand was based less on
principle than on personal pique; he threatened to walk off the show on more occasions than
this, and although he was a quick study and had a commanding voice, Schickel describes him
as an ‘isolated man, alternately withdrawn and blustery’, burdened by the aftereffects of an
accident in the 1940s and by ‘the bitterness accumulated over many frustrating years in the
business’. One of the Rawhide directors called him a ‘hamola,’ and Clint said he ‘loved to …
annoy a lot of people’.18 Be this as it may, Eastwood liked Fleming and got along well with him.
What he didn’t much like was his own Rawhide character; new though he was to the acting
trade, he found Rowdy too incorrigibly shallow to provide a meaningful challenge or at least be
fun to play. This gave him another reason to fill the hours studying his fellow actors and the
directors who presided over their episodes.Over the years Eastwood has come up with
different stories about his early desire to direct. In the middle 1970s he traced it to a dramatic
event on a Rawhide location, when he found himself in the middle of a cattle stampede and
yelled for a camera so he could shoot the action, but got carelessly shrugged off; in 1984 he
claimed that his CBS contract provided for him to direct several Rawhide episodes, but the
network ‘changed policies’ because of bad experiences with other actor-directors; in 1988 he
said that ‘an actor colleague on another series exceeded the budget and the schedule with his
directorial debut,’ making management more wary and thereby spoiling Clint’s chances.19
Whatever the facts of the case, Clint definitely wanted to direct, and his divided attention on the
Rawhide set – part of his mind focused on acting, the rest focused on the directors’ camera
techniques – may account for the mixed reviews he received from some of those directors in
later years. On the positive side, Ted Post recalled him as ‘a young man truly struggling to
master the craft of acting, trying hard to understand it’. On the negative side, Gene Fowler Jr.
called him ‘lackadaisical’ and Thomas Carr said he was ‘lazy’ and so habitually late for work
that he ‘always cost you a morning’.20 All told, Rawhide was spawning a prolific future actor-
director whose laidback demeanor came from temperament as well as technique. From these
early days through the present, Clint’s flair for understatement – or, alternatively, his weakness
for shortcuts and easy solutions – has spawned a wide range of opinions among critics
evaluating his acting style.Eastwood took advantage of his newfound TV stardom in ways other



than acting, observing, learning the tricks of assembly-line production, and pulling in a regular
paycheck. He shot some Rawhide trailers, and after crooning a song called ‘Unknown Girl (of
My Dreams)’ in a 1960 episode he talked CBS into releasing it as a single, which went
nowhere on the charts and ended any immediate prospect of a ‘singing cowboy’ turn in Clint’s
career.21 Yet as time passed he grew increasingly frustrated by the limitations of his character
and the show itself: the plots were formulaic, the shooting sessions were routine, and Rowdy’s
bland personality offered little in the way of challenge or variety. Eastwood also became
increasingly resentful of CBS’s contractual power over his acting career. Going public with his
complaints in 1961, he told a Hollywood Reporter interviewer that his contract was forcing him
to turn down lucrative British and Italian film offers and that he would voluntarily go on
suspension if CBS didn’t loosen its hold – all of which was a fabrication and a bluff, since the
restrictions in his contract applied only to TV work, and even then he had been allowed to play
himself in a 1962 episode of Lubin’s popular CBS sitcom Mister Ed, which starred a talking
horse (as opposed to the talking mule of Francis in the Navy). Since he was free to act in
movies during the summer production breaks, but never availed himself of the opportunity,
O’Brien is probably right to conclude that ‘either the touted European movies didn’t appeal or
were more hypothetical than actual’ and that Eastwood was nervous about re-entering the
feature-film arena, especially as a married man with financial responsibilities.22Garner and
McQueenEastwood’s uneasiness was understandable. Adhering to the principle that movies
are larger than life and TV is smaller than life, Hollywood believed that appearances on the
tube diminished an actor’s stature, and that audiences would not pay good money to see you
when they could view you at home for free. Accordingly, very few TV stars had successfully
crossed over to the big screen; among those who had, the ones most comparable with
Eastwood were Steve McQueen, who starred in the CBS western series Wanted: Dead or Alive
(1958–1961), and James Garner, who played Bret Maverick in ABC’s comedy-western series
Maverick (1957–1960).McQueen and Garner were attractive, self-assured young actors with
the same leading-man potential that Clint saw in himself. Unlike the slower-moving Eastwood,
however, these performers racked up numerous feature film credits while their television series
were on the air. McQueen, born the same year as Eastwood, had appeared in numerous TV
shows and series, spanning the seasons between his 1955 debut on Goodyear Television
Playhouse and the 1958 premiere of Wanted: Dead or Alive, and during the latter show’s three-
season run he made several other TV appearances and almost half a dozen features, scoring
particularly well with science-fiction buffs in The Blob (Irvin S. Yeaworth Jr., 1958) and with
general audiences in The Magnificent Seven (John Sturges, 1960),23 one of the period’s most
popular western movies.24 McQueen used his TV success as a springboard to important
movie roles in Hell Is for Heroes (1962), directed by future Eastwood mentor Don Siegel, and
The Great Escape (John Sturges, 1963), where he and Garner shared top billing.Garner, born
two years earlier, made his TV bow in the ABC series Warner Bros. Presents, which ran only in
the 1955–56 season but spawned the long-running ABC western series Cheyenne, in which
Garner appeared four times between 1955 and 1957. Before and during Maverick he also
turned up on CBS in Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theater; on ABC in Sugarfoot, playing Bret
Maverick in one episode; and three times on ABC in Conflict, which alternated with Cheyenne
and paved the way for Maverick by airing an unofficial pilot episode in 1956. Garner’s first
movies were Mervyn LeRoy’s test-pilot drama Toward the Unknown and David Butler’s army-
life comedy The Girl He Left Behind, both released in 1956, and during his five Maverick
seasons he appeared in two big-screen westerns, Shoot-Out at Medicine Bend (Richard L.
Bare, 1957) and Alias Jesse James (Norman Z. McLeod, 1959; here he played Bret Maverick



again), the romantic drama Cash McCall (Joseph Pevney, 1960), and no fewer than five
dramas with military settings, including Joshua Logan’s acclaimed Sayonara (1957, with
Marlon Brando) and two 1958 pictures by Hollywood veteran William A. Wellman, Darby’s
Rangers and Lafayette Escadrille, in the second of which Garner (playing an uncredited bit
part) shared the screen with Eastwood, still a year shy of his Rawhide period.25 Garner then
glided from Maverick to William Wyler’s The Children’s Hour (1961), a much-discussed ‘adult’
drama based on Lillian Hellman’s play, and The Great Escape.In sum, McQueen and Garner
were steadily rising stars who saw their TV series as career-enhancing tools, whereas
Eastwood, failing to profit by their example, saw his as a boring and confining dead end. Clint
might have consoled himself with the thought that Garner had more discretionary time to
appear in outside projects, since his character did not appear in every Maverick episode; as the
show entered its second month the studio decided to ease up the shooting schedule by
devising a second main character (Bret’s brother Bart, played by Jack Kelly) and filming Bart
and Bret episodes simultaneously with different crews, then airing them in alternate weeks.26
But the fact remains that movie studios were not knocking on Eastwood’s door, the apocryphal
European offers notwithstanding. In an astute analysis of Clint’s early career, O’Brien suggests
that he was stymied in the 1950s because he did not have the wholesome, clean-cut style of
stars like Tony Curtis and Rock Hudson, and that he was re-stymied in the early 1960s
because Rowdy Yates gave him no chance to display either McQueen’s cool sexiness or
Garner’s witty savoir faire.27 While other young leading-man types used TV shows as stepping
stones to bigger things, Eastwood – now 33 years old and well on his way to 128 episodes of
Rawhide – worried about getting stuck on the small screen for good, and typecast as a cowboy
to boot. As things turned out, he was right about the cowboy part, for the next few years at
least. But he was wrong about the small screen. Europe finally came calling after all, courtesy
of Sergio Leone, a flamboyant moviemaker with a visual style so expansive that even the
elongated Techniscope format seemed barely big enough to contain his vision.Enter the Man
With No NameThe next, decisive phase of Eastwood’s career began with a 1964 phone call
from Jolly Film, an Italian production company. The producers at Jolly liked Leone’s style, and
had agreed to back him in a project as soon as he presented them with an acceptable script.
Now they had a deal with Ocean Films, a Spanish company based in Madrid, and Constantin
Film Produktion, a German company based in Munich, to finance a Leone western along the
lines of recent movies based on novels by Karl May, the popular German author (1842–1912)
whose tales of the American West enthralled European readers with their canny blend of
exoticism, mysticism, and Noble Savage romanticism. (May’s fans included Hermann Hesse
and Albert Einstein as well as Adolf Hitler, who reread him after seizing power in 1933.)28
Movies recycling May’s stories and characters were perennially popular with German studios,
which turned out nearly two dozen such adaptations between the silent movie era and the late
1960s. Many of the later productions featured French actor Pierre Brice as Winnetou, a
righteous Apache chief, and Lex Barker (whose roles include Tarzan in five RKO releases) as
Old Shatterhand, the chief’s white blood brother; shot in West Germany and Yugoslavia, these
were distributed in the West German market by Constantin, which made healthy profits on
them. Looking for a similar outcome, Italian producers cranked out about two dozen low-budget
westerns in 1963 alone, and Jolly hoped to capitalise further on the trend with Sergio Leone’s
project, initially called El magnífico extranjero, or The Magnificent Stranger, but released as Per
un pugno di dollari, aka A Fistful of Dollars, a title it acquired just days before its
premiere.Leone’s screenplay was inspired by – some would say cloned from – the Japanese
action picture Yojimbo, directed by Akira Kurosawa and released in 1961. The producers at



Jolly evidently devised the film’s original title, The Magnificent Stranger, to signal its similarity to
The Magnificent Seven, a popular Hollywood western of 1960 that is itself a remake of
Kurosawa’s epic Seven Samurai (1954).29 Similarly, the main character was initially called
Ringo, after John Wayne’s character in John Ford’s classic Stagecoach (1939), although he
then became Texas Joe and simply Joe in the finished film. Part of the commercial strategy
mapped out by Leone and Jolly was to have an American actor play the lead, thereby boosting
its marketability in English-language territories. (Producers would use the same device two
years later, hiring Hollywood actor Rod Cameron to play Old Firehand in the 1966 western
Winnetou und sein Freund Old Firehand, alias Winnetou: Thunder at the Border, which
nonetheless helped to polish off the Karl May franchise.) It is a measure of Eastwood’s low-end
Hollywood status that his reasons for accepting the lead in this low-budget, low-prestige
enterprise were tied to the comforting thought that unless the picture proved extremely
successful – an unlikely prospect at a time when European audiences were conspicuously
bored with westerns – it would live out its brief life on European screens, safely removed from
the American audiences, critics and moguls on whom his future relied. Here again, as all the
world now knows, he was mostly wrong – ‘mostly’ because the film’s United States premiere
was delayed for three years because of a lawsuit filed by Kurosawa against Jolly Film, but
‘wrong’ because the movie became a huge international hit, first in Europe and then the United
States, catapulting Eastwood’s career to a whole new level.Leone courted numerous American
actors for the leading role in A Fistful of Dollars: Rory Calhoun, Steve Reeves, Henry Fonda,
Charles Bronson, James Coburn, Henry Silva, Frank Wolfe and Richard Harrison all found the
$15,000 salary inadequate, and even Rawhide topliner Eric Fleming turned the director down.
‘I didn’t know who Sergio Leone was,’ Coburn said later, ‘and I’d heard nothing but bad about
Italian filmmakers.’ Bronson was blunter, calling the script ‘just about the worst … I’d ever
seen’.30 Digging farther down in the barrel of Hollywood leading men, Leone and his
producers accepted a William Morris agent’s invitation to view a Rawhide episode (a 1961
installment called ‘Incident of the Black Sheep’, wherein Rowdy fights a testy sheepherder to
resolve a dispute) that gave Clint a particularly strong showcase. Leone was impressed by
Eastwood’s knack for upstaging Fleming, with whom Leone was miffed for rejecting his offer.
Clint was ‘good at getting on a horse’, Leone saw, ‘and he had a way of walking with a tired,
resigned air’. On the downside, Leone recalled, Clint seemed ‘a little sophisticated, a little
“light”, and I wanted to make him look more virile, to harden him, to “age” him for the part …
with that beard, that poncho which made him look broader, those cigars’.31For his part, Clint
was doubtful about the viability of a European western – the genre’s recent surge in Europe
had created a glut on the market and exhausted its prospects for the foreseeable future – but
he overcame his misgivings when he saw how heavily the screenplay was influenced by
Japanese samurai movies. ‘Sergio Leone had only directed one other picture,’ he recalled later,
‘but they told me he had a good sense of humor.’ In addition, he said, ‘I had the [Rawhide]
series to go back to as soon as the [summer] hiatus was over. So I felt, “Why not?” I’d never
seen Europe. That was reason enough to go.’ Another reason was that his extramarital
girlfriend Roxanne Tunis would soon be giving birth to his child and a professional engagement
on the other side of the Atlantic would offer a good excuse for being absent from the blessed
event, which he apparently preferred not to think about.32Clint’s character in the Leone films is
so famously laconic that it is amusing to realize how prolix and shapeless the original
screenplay for A Fistful of Dollars was. It looked ‘more like the manuscript of a novel than a
script’, according to Schickel, ‘with the dialogue embedded in long descriptive passages’. Clint
found a good deal of it ‘atrocious’, and even before leaving for Rome he started scratching out



as much of it as possible. When the shooting began, he also had to deal with the fact that
Leone’s cast spoke in three languages – English for Eastwood and Spanish or Italian for the
others. (Following standard practice for Italian productions, only a rough dialogue track was
recorded while the camera rolled; dialogue for the final cut was post-dubbed in the studio
sound room, using the rough track as a guide.)In subsequent years, Eastwood and Leone
differed in their accounts of how and why the script came to be extensively trimmed. According
to Duccio Tessari, who wrote the scenario with Leone and Víctor Andrés Catena, the finished
film was virtually identical to the script; according to Clint, the screenplay was littered with
‘endless pages of dialogue’ meant to flesh out his character’s backstory.33 Be this as it may,
the film went into production with a stripped-down shooting script that suited the star’s taste for
economical, visually oriented character development. ‘I wanted to play it with an economy of
words and create this whole feeling through attitude and movement,’ Eastwood explained later.
‘It was just the kind of character I had envisioned for a long time – keep to the mystery and
allude to what happened in the past. It came about after the frustration of doing Rawhide for so
long. I felt the less he said the stronger he became and the more he grew in the imagination of
the audience.’34In keeping with his sceptical view of Clint’s capabilities, McGilligan finds room
in his biography to criticise Eastwood for what others would consider sound practice. Like many
non-writers, McGilligan says, Eastwood rarely started from scratch when working to improve a
script; in order to make progress he ‘needed someone else’s work to attack, removing what he
considered excess verbiage and adding … Clintisms’. While paring away material is a time-
honored part of the filmmaking process, McGilligan adds, ‘it might also be considered a
defensive strategy for an actor such as Clint, insecure about loquacity or emotional
revelation’.35 There are at least two problems with this argument. First, if the screenplay
needed and received the streamlining that Clint claims to have given it – and the evidence
does point in that direction – then the star played a direct creative role in fashioning a new kind
of minimalist western hero performance style, which dovetailed perfectly with Leone’s fondness
for gestural acting, communication via body language and extreme close-ups of facial
expressions, twitches and tics. Second, the effects that Clint apparently sought and achieved
became bedrock properties of his acting, and of his preferences when directing other actors,
for decades to come. With these felicitous outcomes in mind, it is hard to begrudge Eastwood
proper credit for his share in what amounted to one of the most artistically fruitful actor/director
partnerships of its day. Indeed, some Italian trade papers announced him as both star and
‘western consultant’ for the picture.36Beyond working on the screenplay, Eastwood also
contributed to the wardrobe design. ‘That face – with a cigar’, is what Leone purportedly
enthused about when he decided to sign Clint for the film. And by ‘that face’ Leone meant
exactly what the words denote, regardless of how much or how little acting talent might be
attached. ‘The truth is that I needed a mask more than an actor,’ he told an Italian interviewer in
1989, ‘and Eastwood at that time had only two expressions: with or without a hat.’37 Plus two
more, one presumes: with or without a cigar. It is hard to accept McGilligan’s claim that the
screenplay ‘forced the cigar on Clint’, given Clint’s obvious irreverence toward the script.
Leone’s concept of the character did call for a lot of smoking, though, and while he has never
been a smoker, Clint cheerfully went for the idea, buying several boxes of long, thin cigars
made of tobacco wrapped around a bamboo strip, and cutting them into thirds so they would
always look partially smoked. These played into the character’s taciturnity and helped Clint
enter the cantankerous mood he was after (‘I don’t really like them,’ he remarked, ‘but they kept
me in the right kind of humour – kind of a fog…’).38 Also in the luggage he carried to Rome
were multiple pairs of black Levi’s jeans that he had personally roughed up, a sloping, flat-



crowned western hat purchased at a Hollywood costume shop and a sleeveless sheepskin
jacket. The character’s poncho, purchased in Spain, was Leone’s idea. But the guns, holsters,
boots and spurs came straight from the Rawhide wardrobe closet.LeoneSergio Leone was
born in 1929 to a cinematic family. His parents, Vincenzo Leone and Bice Valerian, had acted
in Italian movies prior to the 1920s; one of Valerian’s films was a proto-spaghetti western, the
climax of which presented her on a white horse surrounded by Indian braves. Leone’s father,
better known by his professional names – Roberto Roberti and Roberto Leone Roberti – was a
director as well as an actor, making a long list of silent pictures (and a handful of sound
productions) in a career that lasted into the early 1950s.The younger Leone entered the
industry as a child extra in one of his father’s movies, and went on to serve as script supervisor
(briefly) and assistant director (often) for a wide range of productions, starting with Carmine
Gallone’s film version of the Giuseppe Verdi opera Rigoletto in 1946; the directors he assisted
include Vittorio De Sica (Bicycle Thieves, 1948), Mervyn LeRoy (Quo Vadis, 1951), Luigi
Comencini (La tratta delle bianche, 1952), Robert Wise (Helen of Troy, 1956), Fred Zinnemann
(The Nun’s Story, 1959), William Wyler (Ben-Hur, 1959), and Robert Aldrich (Sodom and
Gomorrah, 1962). He launched his screenwriting career in 1958 with Mario Bonnard’s Afrodite,
dea dell’amore, aka Slave Women of Corinth, one of the many sword-and-sandal epics that
Italy was exporting to the world at the time. Leone was the (uncredited) co-director of Hanno
rubato un tram (Mario Bonnard and Aldo Fabrizi, 1954), starring Aldo Fabrizi, and when Mario
Bonnard became ill he directed nearly all of The Last Days of Pompeii (Gli ultimi giorni di
Pompei, 1959), starring Steve Reeves and Fernando Rey, receiving no screen credit but
opening the door to his solo directorial debut with The Colossus of Rhodes (Il colosso di Rodi,
1961), featuring American actor Rory Calhoun as Darios, an ancient Greek warrior, French star
Georges Marchal as Peliocles, a rebel ringleader, and Italian actress Lea Massari as the
winsome Diala, whose father constructed the eponymous statue in Rhodes, which succumbs
to an earthquake in the climax. After directing part of the Fernandel comedy Il cambio della
guardia in 1962, uncredited again, Leone set about making A Fistful of Dollars, his first
personal film.McGilligan’s occasionally rough treatment of Eastwood in his biography is kids’
stuff compared with his description of Leone’s personal traits. Leone, he writes, ‘didn’t bathe
properly. He was maniacally cheap. He had gross appetites that turned him into a fat, truculent
bear over time. He treated people terribly and had an ugliness in his psyche that was mirrored
in his films’. On a professional level, however, McGilligan echoes the view of many observers
who have looked seriously at Leone’s oeuvre, stating that ‘most of the world’s critics would
agree that he was one of the cinema’s visionary film-makers, in spite of the fact that his output
over thirty years was limited to only a handful of titles’.39On the set, Eastwood found Leone a
‘very nervous, intense and serious guy’ who ‘loved the joy of it all’ and ‘had a good time
shooting when he wasn’t getting furious’. Clint was especially amused when Leone, who spoke
barely a word of English, acted out a gesture or bit of business to show the star how he should
do it. ‘I’d see this guy with these little tiny glasses and the western hat on trying to do me,’ Clint
recalled. ‘He looked like Yosemite Sam.’40 Once the camera started rolling, the director and
star settled into a relationship that was in some ways detached – owing partly to the language
problem – and in other ways intuitively close. Leone: ‘In real life, Clint is slow, calm, rather like a
cat. During shooting he does what he has to do, then sits down in a corner and goes to sleep
immediately, until he is needed again. It was seeing him behave like this on the first day that
helped me model the character.’ Eastwood: ‘Italian actors come from the Helzapoppin’ school
of drama. To get my effect I stayed impassive and I guess they thought I wasn’t acting. All
except Leone, who knew what I was doing.’41The samurai, the gunfighter and the



detectiveClint scoffs at the often-repeated rumor that Leone had a print of Yojimbo threaded up
on a Movieola in the trailer so that he could run its equivalent to whatever scene he was
working on.Richard Schickel42Regardless of how imperfectly he might have bathed, Leone
was a world-class cinephile with a sweeping range of knowledge and a multitude of daring
ideas. Before we explore the origin and nature of A Fistful of Dollars, synopses of its story and
that of Yojimbo will be useful.A Fistful of Dollars: A cool, distant wanderer named Joe
(Eastwood) rides his mule into a Mexican border town called San Miguel, where he is mocked
and affronted by thugs working for Sheriff John Baxter (W. Lukschy), a criminal who peddles
guns and whisky to Indians, among other illicit activities. Asking the proprietor of the local
saloon for information, Joe learns that the Baxters are perpetually at war with a rival gang run
by Ramón Rojo (Gian Maria Volonté, as Johnny Weis), which is equally ruthless and
avaricious. Disregarding the innkeeper’s advice to leave town without a backward glance, Joe
walks outside, kills the four men who harassed him, and applies to Rojo for employment.
Before long, however, a treacherous ambush and robbery executed by the Rojo mob – the take
is a large amount of gold being transported by soldiers – conclusively demonstrates that they
are no less morally bankrupt than the Baxter outfit. Resolving to exploit both gangs for his own
profit, Joe creates a diversion to throw everyone off guard, enters Rojo’s hacienda to grab the
gold, and gets surprised by Marisol (Marianne Koch), a young woman being held captive there.
Joe brings her to the Baxters, who use her in a prisoner exchange with the Rojos, and then
frees her and her family from the Rojos’ clutches, after which he is set upon by Ramón Rojo
and beaten almost to death. As the Rojos launch an all-out attack on the Baxters, thinking they
now have Joe on their side, Joe is spirited to an abandoned mine by a friendly undertaker (in a
coffin, appropriately) and tended to by the helpful innkeeper until he regains his strength. The
story reaches its climax when Joe returns to town seeking vengeance on Rojo for abducting
and tormenting the innkeeper who saved his life. In a gambit that the real-life Ned Kelly gang
would have applauded, Joe fits himself up with a bulletproof iron breastplate under his poncho,
knowing that Rojo always aims for the heart in a gunfight. Rojo shoots, confident that he has
dispatched his enemy. Joe rises unharmed, kills the bad guys, and rescues the innkeeper, who
has been hanging from a signpost ever since the Rojos beat him up. And then he is off to the
desert, ready for whatever destiny next throws into his path.Eastwood made history as The
Man With No Name, alias Joe, in A Fistful of Dollars (1964), a breakthrough hit for him and
director Sergio LeoneYojimbo: A samurai warrior called Sanjuro Kuwabatake (Toshirô Mifune),
roaming the countryside with no master to serve, arrives at a crossroads and tosses a stick in
the air to determine by chance which way he will wander next. Walking in the direction
indicated by the fallen stick, he comes upon a broken-down village, which he enters, remaining
impassive when several young thugs try to provoke him. Conversing with Gonji (Eijirô Tôno), a
tavern keeper, Sanjuro learns that the town is split into a pair of warring factions. One group
sides with Tokuemon (Takashi Shimura), a sake brewer, while the other follows Tazaemon
(Kamatari Fujiwara), a purveyor of silks and sex. But things are actually more complicated,
since Tazaemon is merely a front for the criminal Seibê (Seizaburô Kawazu), who runs a
brothel with his overbearing wife, while Tokuemon is the puppet of rival crime boss Ushitora
(Kyû Sazanka) and his vicious brother. None of these people are driven by anything more
elevated than bitterness, animosity and greed, and these qualities have long since infected the
entire town. Sanjuro offers his services as bodyguard (yojimbo) to the highest bidder, and signs
on with Seibê after proving his skill by winning a face-off with the thugs who confronted him
earlier. But he switches to the other side when he discovers that Seibê plans to kill him once
Ushitora is defeated, and it doesn’t hurt that Ushitora’s brother turns out to be a gunman with



the only pistol in the vicinity. After many further developments in which Sanjuro plays each
faction against the other, he is captured and beaten by Ushitora’s gang, from which he escapes
with help from Gonji and the town cooper, who hides him in a coffin before fleeing the violence
that is erupting and escalating all around. Returning to the village after weeks of recuperation,
Sanjuro finds a captured and beaten Gonji hanging from a rope over the main street. He also
finds his remaining enemies eager for a fight, which he readily gives them, killing virtually all of
them with his samurai sword and ancillary carver’s knife. Tazaemon finishes off Tokuemon as
well. Freeing the tavern keeper from the rope, Sanjuro then strides off to resume his
wanderings on the open road.It is obvious that the story and action of A Fistful of Dollars were
heavily influenced by Yojimbo, which Leone had seen with Tessari and Catena (under its Italian
title, La sfida del samurai) shortly before they all sat down to write. Leone may have felt
empowered to draw on Yojimbo because he recognised key elements of it from a far earlier
work he admired, The Servant of Two Masters, a comic play written by the Venetian dramatist
and librettist Carlo Goldoni in 1745. (Goldoni’s play is itself strongly influenced by the
improvisational commedia dell’arte of sixteenth-century Italian theater.)43 Yojimbo takes place
in 1860, and its suitability for adaptation as a western is clear from its basic setup. ‘As their
echoing names suggest,’ critics Andrew and Gina Macdonald point out, ‘there is little from
which to choose’ between Tazaemon and Tokeumon, since their feud has ‘reached the point at
which hope for sensible compromise has been overwhelmed by mindless hatred.’ In his
wanderings, ‘Sanjuro has seen this pattern repeated all too often as the old social order of the
Tokugawa Shogunate has broken down and the feuding upstarts of the merchant class have
taken over’.44 This evokes the lawlessness of the Old West as well as that of the declining
feudal shogunate, which met its end in 1868 as the Meiji Restoration rose to its full
power.Commentators on A Fistful of Dollars and Yojimbo have also linked it with a work that
appeared in 1929, long after Goldoni’s play and somewhat before Kurosawa’s movie: Red
Harvest, the first novel by Dashiell Hammett, a pioneer of the hardboiled school of American
crime fiction.45 Its protagonist, a sleuth with no name called the Continental Op, travels to
Personville, a mining town (nicknamed Poisonville by its cheerless inhabitants) riven with
warfare involving a mobster’s gang, a crooked police chief’s cronies and two other violent
factions. There he offers his services to crime lords on different sides, prods them into pointless
and self-defeating actions, and ultimately explodes what passes for stability in the utterly
corrupt community, all at the price of his own mental health. ‘This berg’s getting to me,’ he says
at the end. ‘If I don’t get away soon, I’ll be going blood-simple, like the natives.’ So he hightails it
out of town, much as Sanjuro and Joe would do a few decades hence.Numerous critics have
noted the parallels between Red Harvest and Hollywood western formulas. One is Allen Barra,
who likens Hammett’s novel to conventional westerns in which robber barons hold all the
power and there’s no legal mechanism with the strength or authority to control them. Red
Harvest parts company with the western tradition, however, by replacing white hats (good) and
black hats (bad) with shades of grey for everyone.46 Only one movie version of Red Harvest
has been made, and it is hardly true to Hammett’s vision; titled Roadhouse Nights (Hobart
Henley, 1930) and starring comedian Jimmy Durante as a fellow named Daffy, it was billed as
an ‘action-comedy’ upon its short-lived release. Since then filmmakers as different as Wim
Wenders, James Bridges, Neil Jordan, Bernardo Bertolucci, Alberto Grimaldi, and Mel Gibson
have expressed interest in filming it, but nobody has managed to do so, even though every
other Hammett novel has been adapted to the screen at least once. Sundry reasons for this
have been hypothesised, ranging from the cost of motion-picture rights to Hollywood’s chronic
ideological timidity (the novel is inflected by the Marxist views that Hammett espoused in the



middle 1920s).Yet while nobody has filmed Red Harvest under its rightful name, two directors
appear to have tapped it indirectly: Kurosawa, who dressed it in samurai garb, and Leone, who
was doubly indirect, since he drew upon Kurosawa’s movie rather than Hammett’s book.
‘Kurosawa’s Yojimbo was inspired by an American novel of the ‘série noire’, so I was really
taking the story back home again,’ Leone remarked at one point.47 It is a testament to the high
reputation accrued by Red Harvest that the much-admired Yojimbo has been hailed (or
deprecated) as its cleverly camouflaged doppelgänger. Film scholar David Desser
straightforwardly asserts that Yojimbo is an adaptation of Hammett’s book, and Barra finds it
unlikely that the many plot similarities could have just happened, stating that at a minimum they
‘share an obvious derivation from the themes of classic westerns, right up to the point where
the hero, finding no moral barometer outside himself, sells his services to both sides’.48 Artist
and film critic Manny Farber also saw clear parallels between the works, but used them to
disparage Kurosawa’s picture, saying it ‘bowdlerized’ the novel by dissolving ‘the whole
superstructure of Hammett’s feudal small town … into an inchoate mass of Goyalike extras
whose swarmings and mouthings are composed with naïve pictorialism’, and by replacing
‘exposition of character through vocation’ with ‘a shorthand of the character’s daily habit, jotted
into a corner of the role by set-designer, costumer, author’.49In his analysis of the relationship
between Yojimbo and A Fistful of Dollars, spaghetti-western scholar Christopher Frayling
identifies two important scenes that Leone and company invented on their own – the Rojos’
massacre of the soldiers and Joe’s trick of using propped-up corpses as decoys – and notes
that Leone eliminated some scenes of Yojimbo in which the protagonist is not involved. At the
script level, Frayling observes, the most significant differences between the Kurosawa and
Leone pictures stem from the latter’s heightened emphasis on star performances and
spectacular set pieces. At the level of the finished films, he adds, differences between the
Kurosawa and the Leone emerge in various details. At the beginning of Yojimbo, for instance,
Sanjuro sees a dog trotting down the street with a human hand in its mouth, whereas A Fistful
of Dollars starts with Joe seeing widows scurrying out of sight and a corpse set on a horse with
a sign reading ‘Adios Amigo’ on its back. Kurosawa thus launches his movie with an
atmosphere of tragicomic monstrousness linked with incipient swordplay, while Leone opens
his with images of helpless citizens intimidated by unseen malevolent forces. ‘Kurosawa’s
image is economical, austere,’ Frayling concludes. ‘Leone’s is more humorous [and]
flamboyant.’50 (Frayling also calls Leone’s opening more ‘easily accessible’, which is a peculiar
judgment; the hand-carrying dog has provoked much merriment in the audience at every
showing of Yojimbo I have attended.)These differences between the films do not obscure deep
similarities rooted in their common interests (the Servant of Two Masters and Red Harvest
themes) and in the fascination with the anarchy of the Old West that Leone and Kurosawa
shared. Looking at Yojimbo as the Kurosawa film best known in Western countries, the
Macdonalds trace its popularity to skillful use of a ‘grammar’ that Kurosawa learned primarily
from John Ford’s westerns. It is true that some properties of Kurosawa’s cinematic grammar
overlap with some of Ford’s, but it is also true that Kurosawa’s supercharged moral scepticism
is more akin to Leone’s sensibility, and the Macdonalds’ summary of the Japanese film’s
general effect can be applied to A Fistful of Dollars without changing a word: ‘Its black humor,
bleak realism, and brutal violence are offset by the image of a lone individual, competent,
aloof, who sympathizes with the ordinary townsfolk, restores order and rights wrong at heavy
cost, and then moves on.’51None of this means Kurosawa necessarily drew on Red Harvest
deliberately or directly. Two years before the director’s death in 1998, Donald Richie remarked
that in his opinion, ‘the similarity in themes is just coincidence’, adding that Kurosawa always



acknowledged the sources he used. Kurosawa himself, meanwhile, is said to have credited
Stuart Heisler’s The Glass Key, a 1942 film noir – based on a different Hammett novel,
published in 1931 – as a source of the Yojimbo storyline. (Critics have cited one scene in
particular, where the hero is captured and tortured before managing to get away, as a near-
identical twin to one in the earlier noir.) These considerations notwithstanding, however, it is
likely that Kurosawa did consciously take elements of Yojimbo from Red Harvest, as an
anecdote in David Carradine’s autobiography attests. Carradine was invited to star in The
Warrior and the Sorceress (John C. Broderick, 1984), something of a Yojimbo knockoff, by B-
movie impresario Roger Corman, the film’s (uncredited) executive producer. Reading the
screenplay, Carradine worried that it was too similar to Yojimbo for comfort; Corman
responded:Let me tell you a story. When [A Fistful of Dollars] opened in Tokyo, Kurosawa’s
friends called him up and said, ‘You must see this picture.’ Kurosawa replied, ‘Yes, I understand
it’s rather like Yojimbo.’ His friends corrected him, ‘No, it’s not like Yojimbo, it is Yojimbo. You
have to sue these people.’ ‘I can’t sue them,’ he responded. ‘Why not?’ ‘Because,’ Kurosawa
confessed, ‘Yojimbo is Dashiell Hammett’s Red Harvest.’52I take this as the last word on the
subject.Jolly maneuveringsA final twist on the connection between Leone and Yojimbo
transpired when A Fistful of Dollars went into European release. Soon after his first viewing of
Yojimbo made a deep impression on him, Leone had written to Kurosawa and requested
permission to make a western out of it. Kurosawa had done his own share of borrowing from
outside sources, as we have seen, but perhaps mindful of the profits accrued by the Americans
who had remade his Seven Samurai as The Magnificent Seven, he demanded $10,000 for the
rights, payable in advance. Leone had presented Jolly Film with a modest $200,000 budget,
including the payment to Kurosawa, so he was taken aback when Jolly refused to pay the fee.
He went into production anyway, and when the film was finished, Kurosawa – not fooled by the
change of title from The Magnificent Stranger (which recalled The Magnificent Seven) to A
Fistful of Dollars – filed a lawsuit against the producers. Jolly now feared for the security of its
ownership, and American distributors balked at acquiring the film despite its overnight success
in its first European runs.Looking for a way around the impasse, Jolly principals Giorgio
(George) Papi and Arrigo (Harry) Colombo worked out a tentative arrangement whereby
Kurosawa and Toho, the studio that produced Yojimbo, would forego the $10,000 charge in
return for exclusive distribution rights and all gross profits in Japan, South Korea and Formosa
(as Taiwan was then called), plus fifteen percent of the total worldwide grosses. Jolly
considered this quite generous, since the popularity of Clint and Rawhide on Japanese
television gave the picture a pre-sold audience. On their own side of the equation, Papi and
Colombo felt they now had an East Asian distributor lined up for the sequels they hoped to
make.These maneuverings kept A Fistful of Dollars from reaching American and British
screens until 1967, by which time Leone and Eastwood, having completed For a Few Dollars
More (1965) and The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966), were equipped for a one-two-three
punch in these hugely profitable markets. Jolly’s expectation of an ongoing relationship with
Kurosawa and Toho did not pan out, however, since Leone sued Papi and Columbo to cancel
his contract on the ground that Jolly was withholding his share of the profits from A Fistful of
Dollars.Eastwood plays The Man With No Name, alias Blondie, and Eli Wallach plays Tuco in
Leone’s The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966)Leone found new backers for the sequels, and
the budgets they provided were a good deal higher than the $200,000 he spent on his first
western. Alberto Grimaldi and Produzioni Europee Associati pumped $350,000 into For a Few
Dollars More, with Leone receiving a sixty percent share of the profits. Not surprisingly, one of
the first items on his agenda was to make certain that Eastwood would be back in the saddle



for this second installment. United Artists executive Arnold Picker then agreed to $1.2 million
for The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, which at the time of the deal had no story beyond the
bare-bones idea of ‘three bums that go around through the Civil War looking for money’,
dreamed up by screenwriter Luciano Vincenzoni on the spur of the moment when Picker, in
Rome buying distribution rights to For a Few Dollars More, unexpectedly asked, ‘What are you
going to do next?’53From cool commodity to star and mini-mogulRawhide aired its last episode
in January 1966, after eight seasons. Eastwood wrapped up his work on The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly six months later, and in 1967 the entire Dollars trilogy opened in his native land.
Clint was now internationally famous and finally unhitched from Rowdy Yates, but he was still a
cooler commodity on the market than he had hoped. ‘On occasion I’d run into him,’ director Ted
Post said of this period, ‘and he was very, very angry, frustrated and alienated.’54This
downbeat situation proved short-lived, yet apart from the Dollars films Eastwood added only
two items to his filmography in 1967, and they were instantly forgettable items at that. The first
was The Witches, aka Le streghe, a five-part anthology film (fashionable at the time) patched
together by Italian über-mogul Dino De Laurentiis, who personally solicited Clint’s participation.
Eager to capitalise on his sudden popularity across the Atlantic, thanks to the recent arrival of
the first two Dollars films in various European countries – including Italy, where Clint was
widely known as El Cigarello – the producer brought him to New York so as to wine, dine and
woo him, eventually offering him the choice between a $25,000 fee or a $20,000 fee plus a
new Ferrari sports car. It is no surprise that Clint chose the latter, partly because he liked cars
and partly because (as he said at the time) he wouldn’t have to pay his agent a percentage on
it.Eastwood accepted his role in The Witches after seeing only an outline of his half-hour
segment, but he read enough to know that the vignette would be no more than an amusing
trifle. This posed no problem, since he liked the idea of briefly stepping away from the macho
image he had acquired. He was also pleased by the prospect of working with director Vittorio
De Sica, who had helped define Italian neorealism with such classics as Bicycle Thieves and
Umberto D. (1952), and of acting with Silvana Mangano, with whom he ‘fell in love’ while
watching her performance in the neorealist melodrama Bitter Rice (Giuseppe De Santis, 1949)
years earlier.55 Then too, Rawhide was definitely on its way to the glue factory, limping through
a final unwanted, unneeded season in which Rowdy was now the trail boss and Clint had to
carry every show for the same old ramrod salary.56De Laurentiis dreamed up The Witches as
a way of renewing Mangano’s career (they were married) at a time when Sophia Loren and
Gina Lollabrigida were outshining her in the Italian sexpot line. To this end he hired five of
Italy’s most renowned filmmakers to direct the film’s five episodes, in each of which she would
star, showcasing the variety of her skills and the enduring sway of her charms.57 Eastwood’s
segment, ‘An Evening Like the Others’, comes last in the line-up, probably because Clint is in it
and it is slightly less awful than the other four. He plays an American businessman named
Charlie who lives with his love-starved wife, Giovanna, in a monumentally tedious middle-class
marriage. Try as she may to spark Charlie’s inexplicably moribund sex drive, he does nothing
but complain about the busyness of modern life – the world would be more peaceful if
everyone got enough sleep, he opines – and look forward to hitting the hay himself, assuming
he can muster the energy to walk all the way to the bedroom. This evidently goes on every
night, and all Giovanna can do is abandon herself to riotous fantasies of erotic derring-do.Set
during a typical evening, the vignette alternates between the couple’s wearisome reality and
Giovanna’s boisterous daydreams, which are so trite that a fantasy master like Federico Fellini
would have quit the business before committing them to film. The segment is as lazy as
Charlie, recycling the theme of Jean-Luc Godard’s much stronger short ‘Laziness’ (‘La



Paresse’, 1962), also about a man too torpid to have sex.58 The only shot with momentary
visual interest shows Charlie and Giovanna walking down a corridor toward their bedroom,
filmed through a glass-brick wall that makes their bodies appear to be half in slumberland
already. And that’s about it. Clint takes the debacle in good stride, perhaps unaware of how
lame it actually is, playing good-naturedly against his usual type and letting the cinematic chips
fall where they may.MalpasoFrustrated though he was as 1967 began, Eastwood had reason
for optimism once A Fistful of Dollars opened in American theaters on 18 January, meeting
with strong results at the box office.
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